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PREAMBLE

The student handbook has been prepared to notify students about information, procedures, and policies for the Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology. Together with the Universities’ course catalogs, which contain the University’s policies, this handbook will provide specific details about the program. This handbook is a living document. Effective dates will be published on our website with any policy change that affects the student body. On rare occasions, exceptions to the policies within this student handbook will be made. In the case of extenuating circumstances, students should immediately consult with their academic advisor who will notify the Program Director(s). Please consult your academic advisor or program staff for additional assistance.

For students admitted prior to Fall 2017, their Program Director (PD) is Dr. Fitterling.

For students admitted Fall 2017 and after, their Program Director (PD) is Dr. Gonzalez.

PART ONE: BASICS

PROGRAM INTRODUCTION

The Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology with Rural, Indigenous Emphasis integrates clinical psychology and community psychology, and focuses on rural, indigenous, and cultural psychology with attention on rural, indigenous issues and an applied emphasis on the integration of research and practice. The program uniquely combines the spirit of clinical and community psychology. As such, it emphasizes social action, as well as clinical service delivery to individuals, groups, families, and communities.

The program is on the forefront of creative and enriching knowledge dissemination that is locally relevant; focused on public service; sensitive to the unique environments of Alaska; and concerned with acknowledging, fostering, and celebrating diversity. The program has many unique features that combine to make for a rigorous training experience that requires a student’s full-time commitment.

Ph.D. PROGRAM MISSION

The Ph.D. Program is designed to prepare scientist-practitioners who join theory, practice, and research to meet the behavioral health needs and to improve the well-being of Alaska, rural, circumpolar, and culturally diverse peoples and their communities. The program provides rigorous training that integrates clinical and community psychology and focuses on applications of rural, indigenous, and cultural psychology for the benefit of all people.

The primary goals of the program are consistent with the mission. They are as follows:

1. *The Ph.D. Program Will Prepare Culturally-Competent Scientists.* Program graduates will demonstrate culturally grounded knowledge and skills in scientific inquiry. They will value research and evaluation as important components of their professional identity.
They will demonstrate competency in using their research and evaluation skills to disseminate new knowledge and inform clinical and community practice.

2. **The Ph.D. Program Will Prepare Culturally-Competent Clinical-Community Practitioners.** Program graduates will demonstrate culturally grounded knowledge in rural clinical-community practice. They will value integrated clinical-community psychology as an important component of their professional identity. They will demonstrate skills in developing and implementing culturally relevant prevention and intervention efforts and programs.

3. **The Ph.D. Program Will Prepare Culturally-Competent Community and Social Change Facilitators.** Program graduates will demonstrate culturally grounded knowledge and skills relevant to social and healthcare solutions. They will value social justice as an important component of their professional identity. They will have the competency to facilitate policy and social change.

**Scientist-Practitioner Model**

Besides being designed to meet the needs of the state of Alaska vis-à-vis responsible, appropriate, and ethical behavioral health care delivery, the mission and objectives of the program are compatible and supportive of several professional and related competencies that are to be achieved by program graduates. Most importantly, the program will prepare graduates for licensure as psychologists in the state of Alaska and most, if not all, other states in the U.S. and provinces in Canada. Licensure as a psychologist is based on stringent requirements, guided by principles developed by the American Psychological Association (APA) regarding minimum training criteria for doctoral-level psychologists. The Ph.D. program was designed to meet the high training standards of APA and is fully accredited in clinical psychology by the APA. Faculty who teach in the doctoral program have worked closely with the Alaska licensing regulations for psychologists to assure that the curriculum and other requirements of the program make meeting basic licensure requirements a given for program graduates.

The program is designed to meet criteria for a scientist-practitioner model of doctoral-level psychology training. As such, it has two major training goals. Specifically, the program assures that graduates have:

- research skills and competencies necessary to become *competent researchers* who can develop applied research that is relevant to rural and frontier communities with ethnically and culturally diverse populations and capable evaluators who can evaluate and design effective intervention programs for diverse contexts and settings, and

- applied clinical and community assessment and intervention skills necessary to become *competent practitioners* in the area of behavioral health care at the individual and communitywide levels.

These scientist-practitioner competencies are assured through the delivery of a curriculum that is both research-based and clinically applied. All courses in the program have been carefully chosen to advance the knowledge of students as clinicians and researchers. All milestones required for graduation were developed to ensure that the scientist-practitioner skills are firmly in place before students can graduate from the program. The dual focus on practice and research
ensures the well-rounded nature of the graduates, who, in Alaska, often must fulfill both roles in a single position.

**Ph.D. Program Philosophy**

The Ph.D. Program integrates clinical and community psychology and focuses on rural, indigenous, and cultural psychology with an applied emphasis. The program uniquely combines the spirit of clinical and community psychology. It emphasizes non-traditional service delivery and social action, as well as clinical service delivery to individuals, groups, families, and communities. The program is on the forefront of creative and enriching knowledge dissemination that is locally relevant; focused on public service; sensitive to Alaska’s unique environments; and concerned with acknowledging, fostering, and celebrating diversity.

Given this philosophy, the program has many unique features that combine to make for a rigorous training experience that requires a student's full-time commitment. The following features of the program are particularly noteworthy:

- The primary mission and goals of the program are to train students to be skilled in the professional practice of rural clinical-community psychology.
- Although the program is designed to meet the current psychologist licensure requirements in Alaska, students are responsible for documenting their coursework and professional training to satisfy licensing requirements.
- The program requires a cultural experience and requires cultural integration in all courses and activities.
- Students are expected to complete the program as full-time students.
- Students cannot be in the program successfully and maintain full-time employment; indeed, given that the program is always considered a full-time commitment and classes are taught during daytime hours, the faculty strongly discourage employment or studies outside of the university.
- The program makes every attempt to offer paid teaching, research or service assistantships to all interested students; however, assistantships cannot be guaranteed.
- The program is difficult, course intensive, and demanding; students are advised to enter the program with full knowledge and awareness about program demands.
- The program is designed to be an intense study for at least five full-time years; there are no short-cuts.

Students are admitted as part of a cohort. This model is based on the belief that student success is ensured, in part, through collegial support. Given this cohort model, the program strongly encourages students to remain in step with their cohort. This means that course sequencing will be consistent across students who were admitted as a cohort. To retain the cohort spirit, students are required to check with their advisors before deviating from their plan of study and to seek approval for major changes to how they progress through the program. This also assures that students maintain the integrity of their program of study with regard to the sequencing of courses, paying close attention to prerequisites and taking courses in a logical order, as identified in the course sequencing through the Ph.D. Program Course Requirements Worksheet (see Part 7 of the handbook for further information).
COMMITMENT TO CULTURE

Cultural Advisor Council

To assure the integration of cultural issues throughout the Ph.D. Program curriculum and all doctoral program activities, a Cultural Advisor Council was formed and is consulted by program faculty. The functions of the Cultural Advisor Council include, but may not be limited to:

1. Serving as cultural ambassadors to provide cultural knowledge for students and faculty.
2. Advising program faculty on course design, student development, practicum development, student selection, and program development.
3. Collaborating with students and faculty together to provide cultural support.
4. Serving as cultural members of dissertation committees.
5. Mentoring students and faculty individually and/or in groups.
6. Serving as individuals willing to take students and faculty “under their wings” to involve them in cultural/spiritual activities in the community.
7. Serving as guest speakers in classes.

Cultural Experience

During their first year in the Ph.D. program, students participate in a cultural experience as defined by their program faculty. The actual experience varies from year to year, but includes direct exposure to Alaska Native and other cultural worldviews, values and life experiences through contact with cultural elders and advisors. The goal of the cultural experience is to provide an opportunity to interact directly with cultures in a non-classroom setting. During later years in their program, students are encouraged to engage in other cultural experiences of their own choosing and design, as approved by program faculty.

ANCAP Program

The primary purpose of the Alaska Native Community Advancement in Psychology (ANCAP) Program is to train Alaska Natives and American Indians for careers in psychology and other behavioral health careers, for practice in rural Alaska. The ANCAP program was established to address the significant shortage of Alaska Native and American Indian psychologists and other behavioral health professionals in Alaska, particularly rural Alaska.

STUDENT–FACULTY RELATIONSHIPS

Despite the fact that the program functions on a cohort admissions model, the core Ph.D. Program Faculty subscribe to a mentor-protégé approach to graduate education upon admission. When students enter the Ph.D. Program, they are assigned a faculty mentor. This mentor is based on similar research interests may or may not be the optimal mentor for the student. As such, the faculty encourage students to take an active role in their education by proactively seeking out
educational opportunities and developing a mentoring relationship with a faculty member who shares the student’s interests.

There are several proactive strategies students are encouraged to engage in to enhance their education. These include but may not be limited to the following actions:

- seeking out research opportunities outside of an assistantship
- seeking out non-classroom opportunities to interact with faculty
- seeking out interaction with cultural advisors
- seeking out faculty with shared academic interests
- attending national, regional, or local professional conferences
- attending psychology and behavioral health workshops in your areas of interest
- conducting independent research with a faculty supervisor
- providing feedback about the degree program
- becoming a student member within professional organizations in your areas of interest
- becoming involved with professional discussion groups on the Internet

**FACULTY MENTOR**

When students are admitted to the program, they are assigned a faculty mentor. Efforts are made to match students with a mentor with shared research and/or clinical interests. Students are free to switch mentors if they identify a preference for a particular faculty member. To switch mentors, students simply need to notify the Program Coordinator via a written note cosigned by the new mentor and current mentor. Once students choose a dissertation chair, if he or she is a core faculty member, that individual automatically becomes the student’s new academic advisor. If the dissertation chair is a non-core faculty member, there will not be a change in the academic advisor.

**UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY**

**BLACKBOARD**

Students will utilize Blackboard for the majority of the courses. Blackboard is a course management system that allows for dynamic learning to occur in an online environment. The tools provided by the Blackboard software allow students and faculty to post and share documents and other course content, communicate via email and posted discussion boards, and even have synchronous or "real-time" conversations in a virtual classroom. **Immediate access to Blackboard.**

**PEXIP DESKTOP VIDEO**

The University uses a desktop video conferencing system called Pexip. By utilizing your computer (Windows or Macintosh OS) with a webcam, multiple computers can join in a single virtual conference room or can be linked to traditional video conferencing rooms.

This solution will be used when multiple participants (Students or Faculty) are involved or when a remote user needs to be connected to a standard videoconference classroom. Traditional video
conferences should still be the first option when planning a meeting or class. Point to point videoconferencing—two people talking to each other—should utilize Google Chat.

The software is controlled by Video Conferencing Services and requires some initial configuration for use on the UA system.

**INTRODUCTION TO STUDENT SERVICES**

**HEALTH SERVICES**

At UAA, the Student Health and Counseling Center provides primary health services for physical and mental health, diagnosis, and treatment of general physical and mental health conditions as well as education and support to help maintain a healthy lifestyle. Students must pay the health center fee to be eligible for the services. The Student Health and Counseling Center is located in suite 116 of the Rasmuson Hall and is open weekdays during the regular academic year. For more information, telephone (907) 786-4040 or visit the [UAA Health and Counseling Center](https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/health) website.

For those admitted prior to Fall 2017 and reside at UAF, the Student Health and Counseling Center provides a wide variety of services to students only. General medical care with lab and formulary on site. Counseling services range from individual counseling to crisis intervention, alcohol referrals and general adjustments to college life. Students must pay the health center fee to be eligible for the services. The Center for Health and Counseling is located on the second floor of the Whitaker Building and is open weekdays during the regular academic year. For more information, telephone (907) 474-7043 or visit the [UAF Student Health and Counseling Center](https://www.uaf.edu/health) website.

The Graduate Student Health Insurance Policy is a benefit for graduate students who are on a research (RA) or teaching (TA) assistantship or a University Fellowship (e.g. Graduate Fellowship, NSF Fellowship, etc.) or an international student. The University pays the policy on behalf of the student. Graduate students who do not have a university-aid research or teaching assistantship or fellowship are not eligible for this policy at this time.

Eligible graduate students are enrolled for the insurance program by the Graduate School once the Graduate School receives a copy of the student’s assistantship or fellowship letter. Note that it is the student's responsibility to provide a copy of this letter to the Graduate School each semester.

**LIBRARY SERVICES**

Students admitted since Fall 2017 will have access to UAA system libraries. Students admitted prior to Fall 2017 have access to the libraries and their holdings and services at both the UAF and UAA campuses, which are detailed below. Both library systems can be accessed online.

The Consortium Library at UAA is the major research library for Southcentral Alaska. The [Consortium Library's](https://library.uaa.alaska.edu/) web site provides access to the Joint Library Catalog that contains the holdings for the Consortium Library as well as the Anchorage Municipal Libraries, UAA Career
Services, Alaska Resources Library and Information Services, the UAA community campus libraries in Kodiak, Mat-Su, Kenai, Homer and Valdez, and the Anchorage Museum. The website also provides access to a growing list of databases, indexes, full text articles, and electronic journals. Online request services for interlibrary loan and reference are also available.

The Elmer E. Rasmuson Library at UAF is the largest library in the state. Online catalogs and databases provide access to UAF library resources, UA system libraries and to libraries nationwide. Rasmuson Library's web site gives users access to more than 160 online resources with broad coverage in the sciences, humanities and social sciences, management and engineering. Online indexes and collections also link to the full text of articles from more than 13,000 periodicals. Additional online resources include reference tools, electronic books, specialized sources for arctic and polar information and indexes to special formats such as government documents and dissertations. Materials that are not owned by UAF libraries may be obtained through interlibrary loan document delivery services.

**INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ISSUES**

**TUITION AND FEES**

All students are assessed tuition and fees. Visit the [Tuition & Fees](#) website for current tuition and fees at UAA. Students working on their approved teach-out plan and are registered for UAF-based classes should visit the UAF [Financial Aid](#) website. It is each student’s responsibility to pay his/her semester tuition by the deadlines established (varies for each campus) – late fees for missing payment deadlines are the student’s responsibility.

UAA and UAF participate in the Western Regional Graduate Program (WRGP), which is a program within the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education. As a result of WRGP, students who are residents of many western states can enroll in many graduate programs in other member states while only paying resident tuition rates rather than non-resident rates. The following states are members of WRGP: Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. The Ph.D. Program is approved for [WRGP enrollment](#).

**LIABILITY INSURANCE**

Although we hope you will never need it, the University provides inexpensive professional liability insurance for students. This insurance will cover you for any clinical work that you perform as part of your formal training in our program. To efficiently ensure coverage, a portion of your lab fees for PSY 652, 653, 672 and 673 are used to purchase liability insurance for a 1-year period. The Program Coordinator will complete this form and submit it to the UA Statewide Office of Risk Management.

Liability Insurance is also available to APA members through the [American Insurance Trust](#), or The Trust. The Trust offers Professional Liability Insurance especially for graduate students designed to cover activities such as practica or internships. With this policy, you'll always be protected from lawsuits resulting from participation in graduate curriculum, no matter when the
suits are filed, subject to the terms and conditions of the policy. For more information, visit their website and visit their student page.

**FINANCIAL AID**

Financial assistance is available through the financial aid office. Services available include scholarships, loans, grants, tuition remission, fellowships, and more. Students can apply for financial aid if they are U.S. citizens or eligible non-citizens and are admitted to the university. Students holding an F-1 or J-1 visa are not eligible to apply for federal or state financial assistance, but may apply for scholarships, fellowships, assistantships and some work programs.

The UAA Financial Aid Office is located at the University Center (907-786-1480). For those admitted prior to Fall 2017 and reside at UAF, the UAF Financial Aid Office is located in the Eielson Building (907-474-7256), financialaid@uaf.edu.

The Financial Aid Office(s) can provide information and application forms for various grants, loan programs, scholarships, and employment opportunities. Students need to be prepared to show their letter of admission to the Ph.D. Program, to complete a financial aid form (Anchorage code is 011462; Fairbanks code is 001063), and to satisfy other paperwork specific to the type of funding for which a student is applying. Students may need to bring or document income tax returns, family size, and dependent status, as well as satisfactory academic progress. Students in the Ph.D. Program who do not receive sufficient loan funds through the federal programs are encouraged to apply to the Alaska Student Loan Program, which has excellent terms and allows graduate students to borrow up to $9,500 per year.

**ASSISTANTSHIPS**

The Ph.D. program endeavors to provide support for graduate students through assistantships. The availability of such support is subject to several factors, including the budget received by the Ph.D. Program and procurement by faculty of research and training grants from external agencies.

There are at least four types of assistantships, namely, teaching assistantships, research assistantships, service assistantships, and clinical assistantships. Teaching assistantship duties may include lecturing, leading discussion groups, serving as an assistant to laboratory classes, counseling students, proctoring examinations, grading tests and papers, and providing general assistance in the instructional process. Research assistants perform research part-time under the direction or supervision of regular faculty members or support the research initiatives of the institution. Service assistantships are located within the university system, typically within the department or programs and involve a range of administrative and teaching duties. Clinical assistantships are located in community behavioral health agency and involve clinical or community services delivery under the supervision of a faculty member.

Graduate assistantship hours are to be approved by the direct supervisor and may be awarded for any number of hours up to 20 hours per week during the academic year. During the summer and school breaks (including Christmas and spring breaks), graduate students may work up to 40 hours per week. Graduate assistants with a full-time (20 hours/week) assistantship are not
allowed to work as a part-time instructor, take another student position, or work in any other capacity for the university or an outside entity, unless an exception is approved by the Dean of the Graduate School, the PD, the student’s advisory committee, and college dean, prior to the work being performed. Graduate students must be enrolled full-time (9 credits or more) to be eligible for an assistantship; audited classes do not count toward full-time classification. There are no exceptions to this policy.

Assistantships carry with them an hourly stipend, tuition award eligibility and health insurance. Tuition remission policies are rigorous and only courses directly related to the Ph.D. Program will be covered by a tuition award (that is, recreation classes or similar courses are not covered). The following tuition remission rules apply:

- **Teaching assistantships** include a payment of tuition made by the University:
  - If the workload is 15-20 hours a week, tuition will cover up to 9 graduate credits.
  - If the workload is 10-14 hours a week, tuition will cover up to 5 graduate credits.
  - If the assistantship is for less than 10 hours a week, it does not include tuition remission.
  - The assistantship appointment begins on or before the first day of instruction and ends on or after the last day of final exams for the semester.

- **Research assistantships** include a payment of tuition by specific grants/contracts:
  - If the workload is 15-20 hours a week, tuition will cover up to 9 graduate credits.
  - If the workload is 10-14 hours a week, tuition will cover up to minimum of 5 graduate credits.
  - If the assistantship is for less than 10 hours a week, it does not have to include tuition remission, although it can if the grant/contract has tuition money available.

**Planning for the Assignment of Assistantship**

The PD(s) assess assistantship needs for each academic year. The PD(s) will consult with the Principal Investigators (PIs) on research grants, faculty likely to support students, and outside agencies that might have assistantships available in order to prepare a plan to support all eligible students who need assistantships.

When requesting a teaching assistantship, students are asked to indicate the courses for which they would most like to serve as a TA. Prior to submitting their requests, students should talk to course instructors, PIs, and directors about the various types of assistantships available to them.

Assistantship assignments are made before every fall semester. Students who accept teaching assistantships will not be permitted to change them after these dates unless a suitable individual can be found to replace them. Although the PD(s) make every attempt to assign students to the assistantship they requested, there is no guarantee that students will receive their first choice. Students are permitted to decline assistantship offers.
**Teaching Assistantships**

Students should take advantage of veteran TAs and professors in the department for advice and tips on class management. There are a variety of resources online to help new TAs organize their class, facilitate lectures, and address problems as they arise.

The Psychology Department offers Teaching Practicum in Psychology. This 3-credit course provides an opportunity to learn basic principles of classroom teaching under close faculty supervision. All teaching assistants are required to enroll in this course the first time students become the instructor of record. (Students who serve as an assistant to an instructor of record are encouraged, but not required to take the class). This course may be repeated if permitted by the instructor.

Some things to consider are:

- Learn your students’ names right away.
- Talk with students informally before or after class. Arrive a few minutes early and don’t race out of the room when class is over.
- Make eye contact with your students while speaking.
- Try different techniques to draw all students into the discussion.
- Listen carefully to what students say and respond thoughtfully.
- Admit when you don’t know an answer and find out the answer before the next class.
- Encourage discussion by asking questions that could have a variety of answers.
- Know that students are under a lot of stress from course work and other deadlines outside of your class.
- Keep your posted office hours and make sure you check your email often for students who have questions.

Teaching assistantship assignments may be available during the Summer semester, but summer TA opportunities are limited. There is no guarantee that a teaching assistantship will be available for all students who want them during any given summer semester and students should not count on teaching opportunities for income during the summer months.

**Research Assistantships**

Research assistants have highly varied tasks and responsibilities, depending on the field of research and the specific project. The key to success as a research assistant is good and frequent communication with the supervising faculty member. Most supervisors will explain their expectations shortly after students join their project, but it’s important to ask for more information if the instructions are not entirely clear or don’t seem complete. It is also important to report progress honestly and on a regular basis, immediately inform the faculty member if serious problems arise, and to ask for help if needed. One general requirement is to document everything very carefully and completely in connection with the research project.

**NOTE:** Students who are interested in a research assistantship must apply directly to the faculty member or other identified member associated with the assistantship for evaluation and approval.
Following is some information that students should have as a research assistant, preferably before committing to a particular project:

1. What, specifically, is expected to be accomplished?
2. What deadlines exist? Are these somewhat flexible or are they unchangeable? (Note, for example, that some funding agencies require reports by certain dates and may impose serious penalties, like withdrawing funding, for not complying).
3. What records are expected to be kept and in what format?
4. How often are progress reports expected? What format, written or oral reports?
5. Are there any scheduled activities that must be attended, without fail? For example, remote field research often has to be conducted on specific dates, because the logistical arrangement and/or scheduling of other participants are very complex.
6. Are there any unusual physical, travel, or other requirements of which assistants should be aware? For example, some field research requires unusually good physical condition. Some research requires long periods (many months per year) away from home.
7. What times and days or dates are students expected to be present in the lab or office? (Supervisors should consider assistants class schedule in setting their RA schedule.)
8. How long will the research assistantship last?

Currently, all research assistantships within the Ph.D. Program are funded through extramural grants and contracts obtained by individual faculty members. Students are placed only in research assistantships that have funding. Additional unpaid research assistantships may available to students who are interested in research activities conducted by non-funded faculty members if they are not in need of financial support through this work.

**Problems or Concerns with Assistantship Performance**

The student's assistantship supervisor serves as the initial point of contact for problems or concerns regarding the student. If the problem or concern pertains to student performance or conduct, the student would be provided with immediate written feedback via the Assistantship Evaluation Form. If necessary, a remediation plan will be developed and implemented by the supervisor, in consultation with the PD(s). Following the implementation of the remediation plan, the student will be provided written feedback on the extent to which corrective actions have or have not been successful. Should the problem or concern persist, the Dean(s) or appropriate University administrators will determine what university entities (e.g., HR, Dean of Students) will be involved for resolution.

**Scholarships**

Scholarships are available from several different sources. Early applications are strongly encouraged. Privately funded scholarship applications are due February 15. The Financial Aid Offices coordinates scholarship applications. [UAA Applications](#) and [UAF Applications](#) are available online. [University of Alaska Foundation Scholarships](#) are available for students attending any campus in the UA system. Applications are available in the [UA Foundation](#) online.
POST-GRADUATION LOAN REPAYMENT PROGRAMS

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) has five loan repayment programs. In exchange for a two or three-year (for Intramural General Research) commitment to your research career, NIH will repay up to $35,000 per year of your qualified educational debt. In addition, the NIH will make corresponding Federal tax payments for credit to your Internal Revenue Service tax account at the rate of 39% of each loan repayment to cover your increased Federal taxes. The NIH may also reimburse any increased state or local taxes and/or additional increased Federal taxes (where the Federal tax payments were not sufficient to fully cover your increased Federal taxes) that you incur as a result of your LRP benefits. For more information on the various NIH loan repayment programs, visit their website.

The State of Alaska Health and Social Services supports health care access through loan repayment through the Supporting Health Care Access (through loan) Re-Payment (SHARP). For more information on SHARP, visit their website.
PART TWO: PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND REQUIREMENTS

The following is an overview of the program and its requirements for the current AY18-19. For students admitted prior to Fall 2018, please follow the catalog copy for the year you were admitted. Areas within the requirement below that have further details and explanations within the Student Handbook are identified with reference to the page.

PH.D., CLINICAL–COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY

The Ph.D. program in Clinical–Community Psychology is accredited by the American Psychological Association as a clinical psychology program.

The Ph.D. program in Clinical–Community Psychology with Rural, Indigenous Emphasis integrates clinical, community and cultural psychology with a focus on rural, Indigenous issues and an applied emphasis on the integration of research and practice. The program advances academic excellence, promotes innovative and practical research, and provides solid graduate training in clinical-community psychology.

The program ensures that graduates have obtained the full range of clinical training mandated for doctoral-level clinical psychologists and will be adequately prepared for licensure as psychologists.

PROGRAM STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

Students graduating with a Ph.D. in Clinical-Community Psychology will be able to demonstrate:

- Culturally grounded knowledge and skills in scientific inquiry.
- Competency in using the research and evaluation skills to disseminate new knowledge and inform clinical and community practice.
- Culturally grounded knowledge and skills in rural clinical-community practice.
- Competence in developing and implementing culturally relevant prevention and intervention efforts and programs.
- Culturally grounded knowledge and skills relevant to social and healthcare solutions.
- Competency to facilitate policy and social change.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

- Complete the university requirements for graduate degrees as outlined in the UAA catalog.
- Complete the program and additional requirements listed below.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Students must complete the required course, dissertation, doctoral internship, and electives. Students must accumulate a minimum 115 credits to graduate and must have completed all
required coursework. Graduate course work completed at other universities cannot be used to waive required courses.

Cultural experience: During their time in the Ph.D. program, students must participate in a cultural experience as defined by program faculty. The actual experience will vary from year to year, but includes direct exposure to Alaska Native and other cultural worldviews, values and life experiences through contact with cultural elders and advisors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Number</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSY 602</td>
<td>Native Ways of Knowing</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 604</td>
<td>Biological and Pharmacological Bases of Behavior</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 605</td>
<td>History and Systems</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 607</td>
<td>Cognition, Affect, and Culture</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 611</td>
<td>Ethics and Professional Practice</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 612</td>
<td>Human Development in a Cultural Context</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 616</td>
<td>Program Evaluation and Community Consultation I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 617</td>
<td>Program Evaluation and Community Consultation II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 622</td>
<td>Multicultural Psychopathology</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 623</td>
<td>Intervention I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 629</td>
<td>Intervention II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 632</td>
<td>Community Psychology Across Cultures</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 633</td>
<td>Tests and Measurement in Multicultural Context</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 639</td>
<td>Research Methods</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 640</td>
<td>Substance Abuse: Etiology, Treatment and Assessment</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 652</td>
<td>Practicum Placement - Clinical I</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 653</td>
<td>Practicum Placement - Clinical II</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 657</td>
<td>Quantitative Analysis</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 658</td>
<td>Qualitative Analysis</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 672</td>
<td>Practicum Placement - Community I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 679</td>
<td>Multicultural Psychological Assessment I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 684</td>
<td>Clinical Supervision and Consultation</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 686</td>
<td>Predoctoral Internship (6)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 687</td>
<td>Multicultural Psychological Assessment II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY 699D</td>
<td>Dissertation (1-9)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electives</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 115 credits is required for the degree.
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

INTEGRATION SEMINAR
First-year and third-year students are required to attend a monthly 1-hour lecture series that introduces current trends in community, clinical and multicultural psychology.

RESEARCH COMPETENCY
(See Part Three: Doctoral Student - Research Competency page 19)
Research competency is demonstrated through preparation of a research portfolio that will be evaluated by an ad hoc committee. Criteria for the research portfolio will be clearly defined and samples will be provided for students. Students must demonstrate research competency before advancing to candidacy and enrolling in dissertation credits.

CLINICAL COMPETENCY
(See Part Three: Doctoral Student - Clinical Competency page 29)
Clinical competency is demonstrated through preparation of a clinical portfolio that will be evaluated by an ad hoc committee. Criteria for the clinical portfolio are clearly defined and samples will be provided for students. Students must demonstrate clinical competency before applying to advance to predoctoral internship and must pass the clinical competency and community competency before starting PSY 686 Predoctoral Internship.

COMMUNITY COMPETENCY
(See Part Three: Doctoral Student - Community Competency page 38)
Community competency is demonstrated through preparation of a community portfolio that will be evaluated by an ad hoc committee. Criteria for the portfolio will be clearly defined and samples will be provided for students. Students must pass both the clinical competency and community competency before starting PSY 686 Predoctoral Internship.

ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY
(See Part Three: Doctoral Student - Advancement to Candidacy page 44)
Before students are allowed to register for dissertation credits, they will be reviewed for performance by the committee, using existing university standards and forms for advancement to candidacy. Review will be based on faculty experience with the student to date, submitted paperwork and the student’s progress through the program. Feedback from the review will be provided to the student by her or his advisor. To advance to candidacy, students must also have received at least a conditional pass on their comprehensive exam. The program defines the comprehensive exam as being met through passing the required competency portfolios. Passing the research portfolio qualifies the student for a conditional pass on the comprehensive exam,
which is sufficient for advancement to candidacy. All portfolios must be passed for the comprehensive exam to be fully passed.

**Doctoral Dissertation Proposal Defense**  
*(See Part Four: Doctoral Candidate – Stage Two - Doctoral Dissertation Proposal page 53)*

Before commencing data collection for a dissertation project, students must defend their proposal to their dissertation committee. The defense must be based on a written dissertation proposal to be distributed to the dissertation committee after approval by the dissertation chair. The defense will be an oral presentation to the committee by the student and will not be a public meeting. For data-collection based dissertations, the proposal must also be approved by the UAA Institutional Review Board before data collection can commence.

**Doctoral Dissertation**  
*(See Part Four: Doctoral Candidate – Doctoral Dissertation page 45)*

A doctoral dissertation must be carried out successfully and approved by a doctoral dissertation committee. The dissertation committee will consist of at least four members. Content areas can vary widely, but must be related to clinical, community, or cross-cultural issues and applicable in Alaska settings.

**Advancement to Internship**  
*(See Part Five: Doctoral Interns – Doctoral Internship page 67)*

Students must pass the research and clinical portfolios and at least conditionally pass their dissertation proposal defense before applying to advance to PSY 686 Predoctoral Internship. In addition to passing the research and clinical portfolios and conditionally passing the dissertation proposal defense, students must apply to the PD, by September 30 (the fall semester prior to the year during which the student seeks to complete the internship) stating their intent to advance to internship. For most students this will mean that the application needs to be made in the fall of the fourth year in the program. The PD will notify the core faculty committee, who will review each student’s coursework, ensure that adequate progress has been made toward all prior milestones (i.e., research competency, clinical competency, community competency, doctoral dissertation proposal defense, and advancement to candidacy) before approving the student for internship and before writing a letter of support for the student.
INTERNSHIP (PSY 686)

*(See Part Five: Doctoral Interns – page 65)*

A full-time, 18 credits (one-year) doctoral internship is required. This internship should meet the criteria laid out by the American Psychological Association; selection of an Association of Psychology Postdoctoral and Internship Centers (APPIC)-approved internship is encouraged. Placements in Alaska are preferred, but not required.

**APA Ethical Guidelines**

*(See Part Seven: Appendices page 92)*

Strict compliance with APA ethical guidelines is required throughout participation in the degree program. Violations can result in immediate dismissal from the program and failure to graduate. Completion of an annual disclosure statement is also required. Affirmative answers may result in dismissal from the program and failure to graduate.
PART THREE: DOCTORAL STUDENT

DEMONSTRATING PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY

Students in the Ph.D. program in Clinical-Community Psychology are required to demonstrate professional competency in the areas of clinical psychology, community psychology, and research with an emphasis on service delivery in a rural and Indigenous context. Competency is demonstrated through the preparation of a Research Portfolio, Clinical Portfolio, and a Community Portfolio. Each portfolio will be evaluated by members of the Competency Committee.

RESEARCH COMPETENCY

The Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology is a scientist-practitioner model program designed to meet the requirements for (1) program accreditation by American Psychological Association (APA) and (2) state licensure requirements for Ph.D. psychologists of the Alaska Board of Professional Licensure for Psychologists (ABP).

In 1949, a seminal conference in Boulder, CO articulated a model of training for practitioners in psychology that distinguished clinical psychology as a health discipline grounded in a scientist training model. Later termed the Boulder Model, the conference articulated a practitioner-scientist model of training defining practice as science grounded in an evidence base also derived using the scientific method. In the Boulder Model, clinical-community psychologists are trained to be equally competent scientists and practitioners; their health profession role combines both skills areas. Three underlying assumptions guide this training model:

- Training is apprentice-based in direct clinical-community practice and in research, combining applied, practicum based coursework similar to that found in a medical school, with the research training typically found in the sciences.
- Clinical-community intervention (psychotherapy, assessment, community-level intervention) is understood as scientific inquiry that is data and hypothesis driven, and conceived as single case experiment.
- Research in psychotherapy, assessment, and psychological intervention requires a researcher who is a competent skilled clinician in the intervention he or she wishes to study.

In the doctoral program, students will receive strong grounding in research design and analysis, particularly as pertinent to community-based, applied research. Extensive research-related coursework in the program provides a knowledge base and hands-on practical experience; research assistantships and a required research project provide opportunities to apply this knowledge; and a required dissertation gives opportunity to conduct independent research as a demonstration of the cumulative research skills and knowledge gained throughout the program.

Research competency adequate to begin the doctoral dissertation is demonstrated through the preparation of a Research Portfolio that will be evaluated by research-trained faculty members.
**Research Portfolio**

The Research Portfolio involves completing the following four components (described on subsequent pages):

1) Research Proposal
2) IRB application/approval
3) Journal manuscript (Submission-worthy, though submission is not required)
4) Presentation at UA Behavioral Sciences Conference of the North, UAF Campus Research Day, UA Biomedical Research Conference, UAF Midnight Sun, or other local, regional or national conferences

- Students will work with one faculty research advisor who will mentor the student in the conceptualization, implementation and completion of the project. Students should seek out a faculty member from the psychology department who is able and willing to serve in this capacity. The faculty research advisor need not necessarily be a Ph.D. core faculty or academic advisor.

- If a student wishes to have the research advisor outside of the psychology department, the student must submit a memo to their PD explaining why the advisor has been selected including the relevant area of expertise.

- The faculty research advisor and the student will identify a faculty member from the UAF or UAA Psychology department to assist with the implementation and completion of the project.

- At least one of the two faculty members must be core faculty in the Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology.

- It should be noted that selecting a faculty research advisor is an active process and a formal supervisory relationship must be established. Students should not assume that a faculty member who teaches a course in which a proposal was created will serve as their research advisor.

- Students are responsible for formulating research questions and performing data analysis. The proposed project must employ a quantitative, qualitative or mixed methods research method/approach. NOTE: The project may involve the use of existing data (e.g., national dataset, faculty dataset); therefore, the student is not required to collect primary data. The existing data must be initially approved by the research advisor.

- Students must complete the CITI Responsible Conduct of Research prior to engaging in any data gathering or analyses. Registration for the course is online at https://about.citiprogram.org/en/series/responsible-conduct-of-research-rcr/. CITI certificates are required as part of a complete project and must be included in the final submission. Copies of the CITI certificates must be submitted to the Program Coordinator for inclusion in the student’s file.

- Students are encouraged to develop and complete the project while/or after taking research methods and statistics, and are encouraged to complete the project by the end of their 2nd year.
• Students are required to complete and submit their portfolio prior to enrolling in dissertation credits.
• A tracking form will be used for the student and faculty committee members to record the approval and completion of all components of the project.
• Students should submit their research portfolio electronically to the Program Coordinator.
• A third reviewer for the project will provide a review if there is disagreement between the research committee members.
• Students have the option of making their completed Research Portfolio available for other students to use for guidance in developing their own projects.

Research Portfolio – Description of the Four Components

The following four components comprise the Research Portfolio:
1) Research Proposal
2) IRB application/approval
3) Conference Presentation
4) Journal manuscript (submission-worthy, though submission is not required)

Component 1: Research Proposal

The research proposal must be signed-off by the student’s chosen Faculty Research Advisor and faculty member prior to conducting research. The research proposal should include the following, and be completed within a total of 12-15 pages.

1. Abstract (200-300 words, written in future tense) (Should be on its own page)
   The abstract should succinctly describe: the significance of the issue you are addressing, the gap in knowledge that you are hoping to address, your specific aims, your research design and methods to achieve your aims, and the implications that will come from your results.

2. Specific Aims section (1 page)
   In this section you are trying to clearly and concisely describe the proposed research you intend to accomplish. In 1-2 paragraphs, you should provide a brief statement of the problem you are addressing, along with a compelling argument for why your research should be conducted.
   This should be followed by a list of your Specific Aims (formal statements of what you intend to achieve through your proposed research) and a brief overview of how you propose to achieve each aim. For example, an aim might be as follows: Specific Aim 1: To determine the relative efficacy of Treatment A versus Treatment B for increasing abstinence among alcohol-dependent youths.
   In addition, you should state any research questions and/or hypotheses you will be testing. Hypothesis: Youths who complete Treatment A will report a significantly
greater number of days of abstinence from alcohol than youths who complete 
Treatment B.

3. Background and Significance (3 pages, including tables and images)

Through a literature review, describe the background of issues/topic and any 
previous research that has led to your proposed research. In describing and critically 
evaluating the existing literature, identify the gap in knowledge that your project is 
intended to fill. State the importance and relevance of the research you are 
proposing. If the aims of your research are achieved, how will scientific knowledge 
or clinical practice be advanced?

4. Research Design and Methods (3-5 pages)

Here you will discuss how you intend to achieve your aforementioned Specific Aims 
by describing your design and methods in sufficient detail. It is important that you 
are realistic about what you can accomplish given your time and resources.

As applicable to your particular study, this section should concisely describe and 
justify the following:

- Research methodology and specific design (e.g., quasi-experimental using pre-
and post-intervention measures)
- Theoretical framework(s) that inform your research
- Research setting
- Target population
- Study participants (inclusion/exclusion criteria)
- Recruitment methods (including Informed Consent procedures)
- Sample size determination, Power calculations
- Interventions or treatments tested
- Data collection methods
- Description of measures (for key variables) and instruments
- Data management and analysis plans
- Other components that will strengthen your proposal

5. Strong Concluding Summary Statement (1-2 paragraphs)

In this section, you will discuss the potential implications that your study poses in 
terms of future research, practice, and policy.

6. Literature Cited (APA Style) (as many pages as necessary)

Formatting:

The research proposal should be typed (11-12 point font), double-spaced, with 1-
inch margins, page numbers, and a relevant coversheet. Please also clearly indicate 
your name and the title of your proposal. All citations and references should be 
presented in APA format.
Component 2: IRB Application

All students are required to have completed the Collaborative IRB Training Initiative (CITI) Human Subjects Research Educational Program.

Students conducting research that involves human subjects are required to submit all protocols and materials for review and approval by entities that provide this research integrity oversight; including, but not limited to the UAF or UAA Institutional Review Boards. To do this, students will need to register to create an account with their IRBnet.

Students should submit all IRB forms required for their particular study. Students working on a research project subsumed in an existing research protocol do not need to submit IRB forms, as long as the student is on the protocol and the study fits within the approved scope of the existing IRB.

Component 3: Conference Presentation

Students who have completed their Research Project will present (as a poster or oral presentation) their research process, findings, and the implications of their work during a conference. A regional conference such as BSCN would be an appropriate venue.

Component 4: Journal Manuscript

With the faculty research advisor, students will

- Identify a journal to which the manuscript could (and might!) be submitted, and
- Develop manuscript per the journal’s author guidelines.

The proposed guidelines detailed below provide a general outline for the manuscript. *Please note:* When submitting an article to a specific journal, be sure to carefully follow their specific Author Guidelines (usually found on their website or in the actual journal). Questions about guidelines can usually be directed to the journal editor.

It is helpful to look at other articles already published in the journal to see how they are structured.

**Cover page:** Title and authorship, key words

**Abstract (usually 150-200 words, on its own page).** Might be unstructured or structured (e.g., Objective, Design or Setting, Participants, Conclusions) or non-structured.

**Introduction**

Provide an overview of the topic. Here, students want to set the stage for their research by providing a rationale for the study, and how it broadly relates to the literature. Describe aims or questions that will be addressed in the manuscript.

**Background**

Provide a thorough, though concise, review of the relevant literature.

**Methods/Design**

- **Participants**
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- Participant Recruitment and sampling procedures
- Assessments, measures, interventions
- Data collection methods
- Data management
- Data analysis

Results

Discussion/Conclusion/Comment

Summarize the main findings, and discuss the findings within the context of existing literature. Discuss the strengths and limitations of the research. Present implications of the study for future research and practice. Provide a summary of conclusions.

References (see guidelines for required format, such as APA, Oxford, Harvard, MLA)

Tables & Figures

SUBMITTING THE FINAL RESEARCH PORTFOLIO

Students can submit portfolios at any time, but for specific milestone deadlines, students are encouraged to submit on the following review cycles *:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semester</th>
<th>Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring Semester</td>
<td>October 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Semester</td>
<td>February 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall Semester</td>
<td>April 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The dates above are deadline dates, portfolios/projects and any subsequent revisions maybe submitted for review at any time. The committee has 30 days upon receipt to review portfolio submissions.

As mentioned under General Description above, students shall submit their completed Research Portfolio electronically to the Program Coordinator for final review by the students’ research committee members. The submission should include the following:

- Completed Tracking Form including final approval signatures from two faculty members (one on each campus)
- Research proposal
- IRB forms and letter(s) of approval
- CITI certificate
- Slides or PowerPoint poster including description where project was presented
- Manuscript

Passing the Research Portfolio meets the criteria for having a conditional pass of the comprehensive exam. Students are required pass their research portfolio prior to enrolling in dissertation credits. The research portfolio and clinical portfolio must be fully passed by the
spring semester and the dissertation proposal must be at least conditionally passed prior to applying to Advance to Internship the following fall semester.

**INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD**

**CITI PROGRAM FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RESEARCH SUBJECTS**

Before conducting research, all students must complete the mandatory CITI Program for the Protection of Human Research Subjects.

The CITI program provides the opportunity for individuals involved in research activities involving human participants to properly document their knowledge and understanding of the basic ethical principles and regulations governing our activities. This is a web-based instructional program that can be accessed via either the UAF or UAA website. After completing this program, students need to print two copies of the certificate of completion, one for their own records and one for their official program file housed in the office of the Program Coordinator.

Additionally, all students involved in research funded through the National Institutes of Health may be required to complete the Protecting Human Research Participants program. As with the CITI Program, the NIH program is a web-based instructional program that presents information about the rights and welfare of human participants in research. If required to complete this program, students need to print two copies of the certificate of completion, one for their own records and one for their official program file housed in the office of the Program Coordinator. Students involved in research funded through the National Institutes of Health also need to print off a third copy for the PI of the study. Students need to check with their assistantship or advisor to determine if they are required to complete this educational program.

**INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD PROCEDURES**

The UAF and UAA IRBs have provided guidance to the Program regarding program evaluation proposals, documents to include in student dissertations, and what entities outside of the university should be giving IRB approval for research proposals.

**IRB Procedures for Program Evaluation Proposals**

Federal guidelines stipulate that research is any systematic investigation including research development, testing and evaluation, designed to develop or contribute to “generalizable knowledge”. If there is any chance that program evaluation results may eventually be communicated beyond the program evaluation site administrators or classroom audience via public presentations or publication, then IRB review and approval is required prior to the initiation of research. Communication with a broader audience is what defines research products as generalizable knowledge. If research is developed solely for a specific audience (such as program evaluation site administrators) then it falls outside of the IRB purview. However, both IRBs recognize that Ph.D. students are developing research portfolios and are likely to share program evaluation results
publically. The UAA and UAF IRBs are very interested in helping support student success and strongly encourage students to submit program evaluation proposals as it is in their best interests to share project evaluations results beyond the specific program administration audience.

IRB Documents to be Included in Dissertations

At a minimum, dissertations must include:
- the IRB approval letter;
- the annual IRB re-approval letter; and
- letters of support from community members/agencies (if applicable and required for the IRB submission).

Dissertations might also include:
- variations of research protocol,
- reports of adverse incidences sent to the IRB,
- final IRB report (if it is available at the time of dissertation submission; this report has to be submitted to the IRB when all work on the dissertation data is complete); and
- annual progress reports.

Campus IRB Approval

Students submit their IRB proposal to their resident campus IRB for review and approval.

Working with Alaska Native Communities

If students are working with an Alaska Native community, the student should ask the community if they have a research review board; and if they do, the student should follow the community review board’s procedures. These local review boards often negotiate how research results will represent their communities and thus how the research will be presented, what kind of input the community will have, and what information gets disseminated are the important issues to be worked out before submitting a proposal to the IRB. Working with specific Alaska Native communities also requires coordination and possible review with the Alaska Area IRB. Research involving Alaska Native students enrolled at any of the main UA campuses typically does not require review by the Alaska Area IRB nor local Alaska Native community research review boards as the students come from a wide range of communities and there is no salient representative review board other than the general review boards represented by the UAA or UAF IRBs.

Institutional Review Board Procedures at UAA

The University of Alaska Anchorage Institutional Review Board is committed to protecting the interests of research subjects and promoting the responsible conduct of human subjects research. The primary responsibility for ensuring that the research is conducted in the appropriate manner rests with the researcher. To this end, the researcher is responsible for ensuring that:
- The subjects meet selection and eligibility requirements.
• The research is approved by the IRB and conducted according to the protocol.
• Subjects' informed consent is appropriately obtained.
• The study is properly designed and scientifically valid.

The IRB was established by the Provost and Office of Academic Affairs to protect the interests of research subjects. The main role of the IRB is the review of all human subjects research conducted at UAA to ensure that the research fulfills the requirements of the federal regulations. The IRB reviews research proposals according to the following criteria:
• Are the risks to subjects minimized?
• Are the risks reasonable in relation to anticipated benefits?
• Is the selection of subjects equitable?

THE IRB PROCESS AT UAA IS AS FOLLOWS:

To submit a proposal to the Institutional Review Board (IRB), you need to do the follow the instructions provided for the various levels of review as outlined on the website.

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD PROCEDURES AT UAF

The Institutional Review Board at the University Alaska Fairbanks is committed to protect human participants involved in research conducted by or through the University of Alaska Fairbanks, and to ensure research is conducted in accordance with ethical principles and all applicable regulations.

The Institutional Review Board (IRB) was established at UAF in the early 1990s. The University currently operates under a Federalwide Assurance (FWA) with the Office of Human Research Protection (OHRP) and is guided by the ethical principles of the Belmont Report. Research involving human participants as research subjects may receive approval by the IRB however may require further review and approval or disapproval by officials of the institution. University officials outside of the IRB process may not approve the research if it has not been approved by the IRB. It is each researcher’s responsibility to assure compliance with the requirements of the University’s FWA. Failure to appreciate and maintain compliance will place all funded and unfunded human subject research at UAF at risk. UAF has specific policy regarding the involvement of human subjects in research based on the federal requirements specified in 45 CFR 46. This policy is applicable to all human subjects research done at UAF, funded through UAF or conducted by UAF personnel.

Protection of Human Research Participants

The IRB Procedures are formulated by the Office of Research Integrity and approved by the Institutional Official and the IRB. The procedures include, but are not limited to, details regarding protocol review, occupational health & safety, dealing with adverse events and reporting requirements.
THE IRB PROCESS AT UAF IS AS FOLLOWS:

To submit a proposal to the Institutional Review Board (IRB), you need to follow the instructions provided for the various submissions as outlined on the website.
**CLINICAL COMPETENCY**

Training and development of clinical competency is done in a stepwise, cumulative manner. First, development of foundational skills and knowledge are established. This is followed by supervised clinical practicum in the university training clinic (Clinical Practicum I). Once students have demonstrated a sufficient level of clinical competency in the training clinic, students are then approved for and placed in clinical practicum in community settings (Clinical Practicum II) for further development of clinical competency with more complex cases. All students are required to complete, at a minimum, four semesters of clinical practicum. The practica will take place in a professional setting that requires a high degree of commitment, ethical behavior, and professional conduct. The experience requires considerable self-reflection and result in significant personal as well as professional growth. It is both time intensive and emotionally demanding.

Practicum can be an intense experience that often leads to a broad range of emotions that include: anxiety, fear, sadness, exhilaration, joy, confusion, or excitement. Whether feelings are positive or negative, they are often strong and can be disconcerting. Fortunately, all students going through the practicum experience will have similar reactions; this gives students the opportunity to process their emotions with their peers in the program. Students can meet formally or informally to discuss and process their experiences. This kind of mutual support is important and encouraged by faculty members because it is an integral part of the mental health training experience. Students should expect to discuss their reactions in group or individual supervision as well, both on their own initiative and when prompted by their supervisors. Processing reactions to practicum work is an important way to attend to personal needs. It is a helpful way to discover similarities with colleagues and to recognize when personal reactions may be entering into the therapy students conduct with their clients. Personal self-growth is an essential aspect of becoming a Clinical Community Psychologist.

**CLINICAL PRACTICUM**

All students enroll in the Clinical Practicum I and II sequence for a minimum of four semesters. Students can repeat Practicum I and/or II to get additional clinical experience; this may also be necessary to meet program requirements as outlined in the Clinical Portfolio. Students must repeat practica for which they receive a grade lower than B and may be asked to repeat practica not passed with an A.

A **Clinical Practicum Evaluation** must be completed by the supervisor twice a semester for each Clinical Practicum evaluating the current level of progress and competence in the practicum site. Completed evaluations are to be signed by the supervisor and the student. A copy of the signed document is to be placed in the trainee’s permanent program file. It is expected that students gain their primary clinical experience through Clinical Practicum I and II; however, students may want to gain clinical experiences through other courses as well. For example, as part of Group Therapy, students may be placed at an agency conducting groups; as part of Family Therapy, students may participate in family therapy experiences at local agencies. Such clinical hours can be counted toward totals required in the Clinical Portfolio.
The program encourages students to use MyPsychTrack for practicum hours to get logged and placed in correct categories as outlined on the APPIC application; however students are not required to use MyPsychTrack. As a doctoral program affiliate member of the Association of Psychology Postdoctoral and Internship Centers (APPIC), it is free to all students and our program. It was developed in close collaboration with APPIC to ensure smooth and easy interfacing with the portal for direct electronic submission of the APPIC Application for Psychology Internships (AAPI). Once your data are entered into your account, it is easy to import your data directly, which will automatically populate the appropriate data fields in the AAPI. Other advantages of and information about MyPsychTrack can be found at their website. The practicum supervisor for Clinical Practicum I will provide students with the instructions for establishing and using the system.

Only direct contact hours with actual clients count toward this minimum; practice or mock therapy are not to be included. A practicum hour is defined as a clock hour, not a semester/quarter hour. A 45-50-minute client/patient hour may be counted as one practicum hour. When calculating practicum hours for time less than 45 minutes or more than 1-hour round to the nearest quarter hour. Sum hours should be rounded to the nearest whole hour. For example, 1:45 would be recorded as 2 hours; 8 minutes of client contact would be rounded to 15 minutes and 23 minutes would be rounded to 30 minutes.

To obtain this level of client contact hours, students must carefully plan their clinical practicum experiences. For most students who are new to clinical practice, it will be most realistic to assure a sufficient number of contact hours through the completion of a minimum of five clinical practica (i.e., repeating Clinical Practicum I or II.) Students with some clinical experience may attempt to gather all their hours through four clinical practica by carrying heavy caseloads during their practica.

Currently, practicum supervisors recommend that students plan on 17 weeks of at least 15 hours of work per week for each clinical practicum, with a minimum of 40% of that time spent in direct client contact and a recommended 50% to 60% of that time spent in direct client contact. As noted in the 300-hour example below, obtaining all contact hours during two practica is possible if the student maintains a heavy client contact load and/or spends more than the minimum15 hours per week in practicum. Given these recommendations, the following contact hours can be reasonably expected depending on students’ choices about caseloads:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of weeks</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total hours per week</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% client contact</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% client contact</td>
<td>127.5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>112.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% client contact</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio Requirement</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusions</td>
<td>Four practica needed if client contact is 60%; supplemental hours* necessary if client contact falls below 60%</td>
<td>Four practica and supplemental hours* or five practica needed depending on client contact percentage</td>
<td>At least five practica needed; supplemental hours* also needed if client contact falls below 40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* spending additional hours each week beyond the minimum of 15 and/or supervised clinical hours in a clinical setting obtained through clinical courses other than practicum (e.g., group therapy, family therapy) or in some cases, clinical research activities that have been pre-approved by the PD.
CLINICAL PRACTICUM I

During the first clinical practicum (Clinical Practicum I), all students will provide clinical services in the psychology training clinic under faculty supervision. This practicum will be conducted at the UAA Psychological Services Center (PSC). During Clinical Practicum I, students will spend a minimum of 15 hours per week at the clinic, for a minimum of 15 weeks per semester. They will receive a minimum of one hour of individual supervision and two hours of group supervision per week. Although direct client contact should approximate a minimum of six hours per week, the specific number will depend upon each student’s readiness for clinical work. However, all students will need to meet the minimum number of client contact hours as dictated by the requirements of the clinical portfolio.

Enrollment in Clinical Practicum II is contingent upon successful completion of Clinical Practicum I. Successful completion is defined by meeting all requirements of Clinical Practicum I, receiving a minimum grade of B, and approval by the Clinical Practicum I supervising faculty member to enroll in Clinical Practicum II. In determining the student’s preparedness for Clinical Practicum II, all faculty members providing supervision to practicum students will regularly discuss their supervisees with one another and provide input to the final decision about preparedness which will be made by each student’s individual supervisor. Students who do not successfully complete Clinical Practicum I may, upon the recommendation of their individual supervisor, be given the option to enroll in an additional semester of Clinical Practicum I.

CLINICAL PRACTICUM II

Clinical Practicum II consists of PD-approved external placements in clinical agencies or programs in the community with which the Ph.D. program has established interagency affiliation agreements and requires a minimum of 15 hours per week, for a minimum of 15 weeks per semester. The internal, or on-campus, placement involves the student continuing to see clients at the PSC or the UAF Community Mental Health Clinic (UCMHC), and receiving ½ to 1 hour of individual supervision and two hours of group supervision each week. The external, or agency-based, placement involves the student being placed at a community agency for a minimum of 8 to 10 hours per week. This placement will involve the student providing clinical services and receiving individual and group supervision. Students will spend a minimum of two semesters in Clinical Practicum II, with some students enrolling in additional semesters of Clinical Practicum II. For example, some students may want to continue seeing clients in the PSC or UCMHC beyond their required time, some students may want to continue at their placement agency to gain more experience, and for some students we may believe that additional practicum hours may significantly strengthen their clinical skills.

The placement for Clinical Practicum II will be determined on an individual student basis by the Practicum II instructor in collaboration with the student. All contact with the external agency for Clinical Practicum II prior to student placement will be made by the Clinical Practicum II instructor or the PD, not the student. The Clinical Practicum II instructor will consult with the PD before making final placement decision.
POINTS OF CONTACT FOR PROBLEMS OR CONCERNS WITH PRACTICUM PLACEMENTS

Internal Training Clinics

The student's clinical supervisor serves as the initial point of contact for problems or concerns that arise between the student supervisee and other students, staff, and/or faculty working in the clinic. If concerns arise that cannot be resolved at this level, the Training Clinic Director(s) should be notified and work toward resolving the concern. Should the issue persist, the conflict resolution or grievance process should be enacted beginning with the student supervisee's advisor and the PD. (See Part Six: Relevant Program and University Policies, Appeals, page 86).

External Practicum Placement

Students are expected to resolve conflict at the lowest level possible with their onsite supervisor. If this is not possible, the instructor of record serves as the initial point of contact for problems or concerns that arise between the student and the onsite supervisor in the external training site.

If the conflict pertains to student performance or conduct, the student will be provided with immediate written feedback via the Clinical Practicum Evaluation Form. If necessary a remediation plan will be developed and implemented by the instructor of record, in consultation with the PD and external training supervisor. Should the issue persist, the conflict resolution or grievance process should be enacted beginning with the student supervisee's advisor and the PD. (See Part Six: Relevant Program and University Policies, Appeals, page 86).

If the conflict pertains to external supervisor performance or conduct, the student will report the matter to the instructor of record. The instructor of record works with the student and onsite supervisor to try and resolve the issue informally. If this cannot be resolved informally, the program’s formal policies will be invoked based on the nature of the concern. Additionally, the program acknowledges and respects the policies and procedures of the external agency. The student is required to adhere to both agency and program requirements, policies and procedures.

Clinical Portfolio

Clinical competency is demonstrated through the preparation of a Clinical Portfolio that will be evaluated by members of the Competencies Committee to ensure that students' clinical skills are adequate for advancement to internship. Two clinically-trained committee members and the PD review the Clinical Portfolio and conduct the Oral Comprehensive Exam.

In putting together their portfolios, students are directed to use as a structural guide the portfolio rating forms that will be used by the faculty to evaluate the portfolio and submit their portfolio electronically to the Program Coordinator.
A few helpful hints and recommendations about how to prepare the Clinical Portfolio appear below. Students are encouraged to show the portfolio to their academic advisor before submission for a quick preview to assure that all major sections are included and no obvious problems are notable. This preview in no way guarantees that the student will pass the portfolio but will serve as a check-in for major concerns or red flags. In all parts of the portfolio, students are allowed (even encouraged) to add additional materials that they deem helpful in demonstrating competence in a given area of review.

The Clinical Portfolio has three stages; see rating sheet for exact details:

1. Clinical Experiences Record
   - Section One: Memo requesting to sit for oral exam
   - Section Two: Documentation of hours and clinical experiences
   - Section Three: Documentation of required clinical experiences
     - Theoretical orientation paper
     - Clinical supervision paper
2. Oral Comprehensive examination
3. Total direct client contact hours

Passing the Clinical Portfolio meets the criteria for having a conditional pass of the comprehensive exam. **The research portfolio and clinical portfolio must be fully passed by the spring semester and the dissertation proposal must be at least conditionally passed prior to applying to Advance to Internship the following fall semester.**

**Helpful Hints and Practical Recommendations**

- Start setting up the sections of the Clinical Experiences Record of the Clinical Portfolio as soon as your first clinical practicum starts; ongoing and thorough data collection throughout the student’s time in the program will increase the likelihood that all needed information will be available when the time comes to submit the portfolio.
- In preparing for the portfolio, seek input from advisors and advanced cohorts who have already passed this program requirement.
- Follow the Rating Form for the Clinical Portfolio to structure the portfolio, using the parts and subheadings on the rating sheets as headers and outlines for the actual document.
- Any deviation from the typical format or content needs to be explained in a brief narrative that precedes the section that contains the deviation.
- In all sections, try to demonstrate breadth and depth and integrate cultural issues, at a minimum.
- Certain documents may appear in the Research Project Portfolio, Clinical Portfolio, or the Community Portfolio if applicable.
CLINICAL PORTFOLIO GUIDELINES

- Documentation of hours and clinical experiences need to be clear and detailed. Graphics, summarizing hours by the various categories should be provided (e.g., a pie chart showing client ages, ethnicity distributions of clients, geographical distribution of clients, range of clinical modalities, a table showing assessment tools administered by type of test and age of client). All additions need to be accurate—reviewers will randomly double-check.

- Documentation of psychological assessments that the student conducted in a clinical setting must be included; although the assessments themselves are not included in the portfolio, students should be mindful that the assessments should demonstrate the student’s ability to select and administer psychometric instruments.

  Students must complete a minimum of four assessments, with a minimum of two that are integrated assessments. Consistent with the definition provided by the Association of Psychology Postdoctoral and Internship Centers (APPIC), an integrated assessment is a comprehensive psychological assessment consisting of a clinical history, results of an interview and a test battery, that minimally included intellectual, personality, and clinical assessment/testing, using instruments selected to answer a clearly defined referral question and interpret the results of those instruments in a culturally competent manner.

- Theoretical orientation paper – In order to demonstrate clinical competency, students must be able to articulate an understanding of the mainstream of clinical psychological practice (i.e., empirically-based approaches). That is, minimal competency in clinical psychology at the doctoral level involves a basic understanding and demonstrated application of well-established or empirically-based approaches, regardless of under which theoretical orientation these approaches fall. An example of established theoretical orientations in the field is in the listing on the APPIC application: Behavioral, Biological, Cognitive Behavior, Eclectic, Humanistic/Existential, Integrative, Interpersonal, Psychodynamic/Psychoanalytic, Systems.

  The APA-formatted paper should include addressing the following questions: What is the evidence base for your orientation? According to your orientation how do problems develop? According to your orientation what are the goals of psychotherapy? According to your orientation what are the specific techniques that you use to help achieve those goals?

  Students may choose to structure the theoretical orientation paper to reflect the following: the theoretical and/or philosophical underpinnings behind the chosen orientation and/or a personal worldview as it applies to the development of the orientation, a literature-based description of the broad theoretical bases of the orientation (e.g., psychodynamic theory or behavioral theory), and the more specific approach/method used within the described orientation (e.g., time-limited dynamic therapy or acceptance and commitment therapy, accordingly). See diagram below for an idea of how to conceptualize the orientation paper.
Clinical Supervision reflection paper – In order to demonstrate knowledge of supervision models and practices, students must be able to reflect on clinical supervision experiences experienced thus far in their training and/or work. This should be a 7-10-page paper, APA-formatted reflection paper. Students must be able to describe aspects of these experiences that were particularly helpful for given their developmental stage as a therapist. Then, students are expected to reflect on and describe aspects of these experiences that were not helpful, but nonetheless important for their understanding of effective clinical supervision. While addressing these aspects of their supervision, students should consider the model(s) by which the supervisor(s) was(were) working. Next, students should provide a culmination of those characteristics they hope to carry forward and incorporate into their practice as a clinical supervisor. Finally, students should author a statement that attests to the model of supervision that they will provide which forms the foundation from which they intend to practice. Students should address how they foresee working within their model of supervision to attend to the dynamic and diverse characteristics and developmental needs of your current and/or future supervisees.

Clinical Portfolio Requirements

Stage 1 – Clinical Experiences Record

By September 30 (in Fall semester) or March 1 (Spring semester), students who wish to complete the clinical competency milestone must submit the following:

- A memo requesting to sit for the clinical competency oral examination
- Documentation of hours and clinical experiences, certified by clinical faculty (i.e., signed copies of summary sheets, summary form from MyPsychTrack or equivalent clinical tracking program.)
- Documentation of required clinical experiences:
  - Minimum of 400 hours of direct client contact (*note, however, that a minimum of 600 hours are still required to advance to internship)
• Graphics summarizing hours by range of client ages, client cultural diversity, client geographical diversity, range of clinical modalities
  o Minimum of 4 assessments, 2 of which must be integrated assessments (See 2nd bullet on page 34 for further information)
  o A memorandum signed by one of the student’s PSY 652 clinical supervisor and PD certifying that the student meets competency in basic clinical skills and is ready to start PSY 653
• Theoretical Orientation paper
  o APA-formatted
• Clinical Supervision Reflection paper
  o 7-10-page APA-formatted

The Clinical Competency Committee (comprised of the PD and two clinical core faculty members) will have 15 calendar days to review this material and notify the student of one of the following three decisions:

1. The student is approved to move on to Stage 2.
2. The student must make revisions in order to move on to Stage 2. (Note: The student has 7 calendar days to submit the revisions to the PD, who will decide if the revisions are acceptable.)
3. The student must wait until the next review cycle for resubmission.

Stage 2: Oral Comprehensive Examination

The comprehensive exam portion of the clinical portfolio are scheduled twice a year. The oral comprehensive examination procedures are as follows:
• One week prior (7-days) to the scheduled oral exam, the student is given a hypothetical clinical case and given one week to prepare the respond orally (with accompanying notes) to the following:
  o What other information would you like to know in developing your case conceptualization and how would you go about getting this information?
  o Based on the information that you have, what are your diagnostic impressions?
  o Based on the information that you have, how would you conceptualize this case?
  o Based on your case conceptualization, explain your treatment plan including:
    ▪ Cultural considerations
    ▪ Appropriate indicated evidenced-based practice treatment
    ▪ Specific components of treatment
    ▪ Targeted points of intervention based on conceptualization
    ▪ Treatment goals
    ▪ Anticipated timeline
    ▪ How treatment change will be measured
    ▪ Potential ethical issues and how you would deal with them if they arose
    ▪ Potential barriers to implementing that treatment plan and how you would address them if they arose
• The Oral Comprehensive Examination is then conducted by the student’s Clinical Competency Committee. The exams will be recorded and students have 30 minutes
to present their cases. Lines of inquiry may include but are not necessarily restricted to the above items. The exam is scheduled for 1.5 hours and will end early or later at the discretion of the committee.

After all comprehensive exams have been administered for a given review cycle, the faculty will meet to discuss each presentation and will provide each student with written feedback and decision. The written feedback will provide specific strengths and opportunities for further competency development that form the basis of the committee’s decision. The decision will be in the form of one of the following:

1. The student passed.
2. The student conditionally passed and a second oral exam will be scheduled within one month.
3. The student must try in a subsequent review cycle.

Stage 3: Total Direct Client Contact Hours

The student has completed the required minimum of 600 direct client contact hours. The hours must be completed and the clinical portfolio must be fully passed by the spring semester prior to applying to Advance to Internship the following fall semester.

Summary of Dates and Deadlines

Students should submit their clinical portfolio electronically to the Program Coordinator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fall Semester</th>
<th>Spring Semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 30</td>
<td>Student submits written portfolio materials and memo requesting to sit for oral examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 15</td>
<td>Faculty deadline for announcing decision on submitted materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ October 23</td>
<td>Student given materials for review in preparation for oral comprehensive exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>~ October 30</td>
<td>Oral comprehensive exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 15</td>
<td>Written memo of clinical competency committee decision with supporting details issued to student.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMMUNITY COMPETENCY

All students are required to complete, at a minimum, one semester of community practicum. It is recommended that students register for PSY 672 after completing or concurrently taking PSY 616 Program Evaluation and Consultation. The practicum(a) will take place in a professional setting that requires a high degree of commitment, ethical behavior, and professional conduct. The experience requires considerable self-reflection and result in significant personal as well as professional growth. It is both time intensive and emotionally demanding.

Community practicum can be an intense experience that often leads to a broad range of emotions that include: anxiety, fear, sadness, exhilaration, joy, confusion, or excitement. Whether feelings are positive or negative, they are often strong and can be disconcerting. Fortunately, all students going through the practicum experience will have similar reactions; this gives students the opportunity to process their emotions with their peers in the program. Students can meet formally or informally to discuss and process their experiences. This kind of mutual support is important and encouraged by faculty members because it is an integral part of the mental health training experience. Students should expect to discuss their reactions in group or individual supervision as well, both on their own initiative and when prompted by their supervisors. Processing reactions to practicum work is an important way to attend to personal needs. It is a helpful way to discover similarities with colleagues and to recognize when personal reactions may be entering into the therapy students conduct with their clients. Personal self-growth is an essential aspect of becoming a Clinical Community Psychologist.

COMMUNITY PRACTICUM

COMMUNITY PRACTICUM GUIDELINES

Students can enroll in the community practicum when they have completed at least one semester of clinical practicum, or with permission of the Community Practicum Supervisor. The Community Practicum Supervisor will consult with the PD before making this decision.

THE PURPOSE OF COMMUNITY PRACTICUM

The purpose of the Community Practicum series is to provide an opportunity for students to work in community-based settings and to develop skills consistent with community psychology practice, such as program development, implementation, and evaluation, advocacy, prevention and health promotion, community development and change, and community leadership.

Of equal importance to engaging in the practice of community psychology is working with agencies, programs, and communities in cultures different from one’s own. Working in cross-cultural or multicultural settings requires the ability to conceptualize a situation or problem in cultural terms as well as professional and technical terms. Working cross-culturally also requires practicum students to develop interpersonal skills that enable them to communicate and work with their community partners in effective and respectful ways. Of particular importance to psychologists working in Alaska is being able to work effectively with Alaska Native
organizations and communities. The Community Practicum series offers an opportunity to develop the skills necessary to work with Alaska Native groups and to practice community psychology in a culturally grounded way.

**Appropriate Sites for Community Practicum**

A community practicum can take place in a variety of community agencies or programs, such as neighborhood or community associations (e.g., organizations dedicated to community development), advocacy agencies, healing programs/communities (e.g., Oxford House), outreach agencies (e.g., organizations serving runaways, people with HIV/AIDS), public health related agencies/programs, tribal organizations, and state agencies. It is also possible to participate in an applied research project conducted by a faculty member as long as the student’s involvement in that project is not also part of a research assistantship and most of the work in which the student engages takes place in the community. To ensure an optimal learning environment, the practicum experience must be substantively different from the student’s previous work. Although students will always work closely with their on-site supervisor, the student’s role should become increasingly more independent with increasingly more complex responsibilities. We strongly encourage our students to conduct their community practicum in a cultural setting different from their own.

The Community Practicum Supervisor will work closely with students to identify potential practicum sites and Site Supervisors. Although the Community Practicum Supervisor may make suggestions for practicum sites, it is the responsibility of the student to identify a site that will work for them and to present the Community Practicum Supervisor and, as a second step, the Site Supervisor with a draft proposal for the practicum (see below for a more detailed description of the final practicum learning contract). It is important to note that the practicum site and supervisor must be approved by the Community Practicum Supervisor before the practicum can begin.

All community practicum sites require a designated on-site Supervisor. This Site Supervisor does not have to be a psychologist or hold a university degree, but he or she must be a leader in the setting and must have significant experience in their job (e.g., the Executive Director of a program, or a Tribal Leader).

**Requirements for the Community Practicum**

A community practicum involves a minimum of 15 hours per week, including time spent in the practicum setting, in group supervision on campus, and for journaling and reading. The length of each community practicum is a minimum of 15 weeks, unless other arrangements are agreed to by the student, the instructor, the PD, and the Site Supervisor (e.g., a more intensive practicum over a shorter period of time).

By the first week of the practicum, a learning contract will be developed between the student, Site Supervisor, and Community Practicum Supervisor. This learning contract will include an outline of the types of activities in which the student will engage and a set of learning objectives, and will be signed by the student, Site Supervisor, and Community Practicum Supervisor.
Identifying and establishing a community practicum site often takes a considerable amount of time; thus, we strongly encourage students to meet with the Community Practicum Supervisor early in the semester prior to the semester in which they hope to start practicum. The signed copy of the learning contract will reside with the Program Coordinator.

A **Community Practicum Evaluation** must be completed by the site supervisor twice a semester for each Community Practicum evaluating the current level of progress and competence in the practicum site. Completed evaluations are to be signed by the supervisor and the student. A copy of the signed document is to be placed in the trainee’s permanent program file. In addition to this evaluation by the Site Supervisor, students will be required to keep a log of their activities and work hours and a journal of their experiences and their learning at the site. Students are also required to participate in the weekly group supervision sessions as well as complete any other course requirements as established by the Community Practicum Supervisor.

A **Community Practicum Hours Log** is available on the Program Website to assist with the tracking of hours.

**Points of Contact for Problems or Concerns with Practicum Placements**

Students are expected to resolve conflict at the lowest level possible with their onsite supervisor. If this is not possible, the instructor of record serves as the initial point of contact for problems or concerns that arise between the student and the onsite supervisor in the external training site.

If the conflict pertains to student performance or conduct, the student will be provided with immediate written feedback via the Community Practicum Evaluation Form. If necessary a remediation plan will be developed and implemented by the instructor of record, in consultation with the PD and external training supervisor. Should the issue persist, the conflict resolution or grievance process should be enacted beginning with the student supervisee's advisor and the PD. See Part Six: Relevant Program and University Policies, Appeals, page 86).

If the conflict pertains to external supervisor performance or conduct, the student will report the matter to the instructor of record. The instructor of record works with the student and onsite supervisor to try and resolve the issue informally. If this cannot be resolved informally the program’s formal policy will be invoked based on the nature of the concern. Additionally, the program acknowledges and respects the policies and procedures of the external agency. The student is required to adhere to both agency and program requirements, policies and procedures.

**Community Portfolio**

Community competency is demonstrated through the preparation of a Community Portfolio that will be evaluated by members of the Competencies Committee. Two committee members will review the Community Portfolio. If needed, a third reviewer for the portfolio will provide a review if there is a disagreement between the two original raters.

In putting together their portfolios, students are directed to use as a structural guide the portfolio rating forms that will be used by the faculty to evaluate the portfolio.
Community portfolio examples are available and students can check with the Program Coordinator for access to them.

A few helpful hints and recommendations about how to prepare the Community Portfolio appear below. Students are encouraged to show the portfolio to their academic advisor before submission for a quick preview to assure that all major sections are included and no obvious problems are notable. This preview in no way guarantees that the student will pass the portfolio but will serve as a check-in for major concerns or red flags. In all parts of the portfolio, students are allowed (even encouraged) to feel free to add additional materials that they deem helpful in demonstrating competence in a given area of review.

The Community Portfolio has a Community Portion and an Integrated Portion, see rating sheet for exact details:

- **Community Portion**
  - Section One: Log of Community Activities
  - Section Two: Documentation of Community Practicum Evaluations
  - Section Three: Community Assessment and Intervention Case

- **Integrated Portion**

Passing the **Community Portfolio** meets criteria for having a conditional pass of the comprehensive exam. The research portfolio and clinical portfolio must be passed and the dissertation proposal defense must be at least conditionally passed before applying to Advance to Internship. It is highly recommended that community portfolios be submitted by April 1 the year students start internship. If the portfolio is not submitted before starting internship, it should be submitted by the deadline ONE semester before graduating.

**Helpful Hints and Practical Recommendations**

- Start setting up the three parts of the community portfolio as soon as the community practicum starts; ongoing and thorough data collection throughout the student’s time in the program will increase the likelihood that all needed information will be available when the time comes to submit the portfolio.
- In preparing for the portfolio, seek input from advisors and advanced cohorts who have already passed this program requirement.
- Follow the appropriate **Rating Form for the Community Portfolio** to structure the portfolio, using the parts and subheadings on the rating sheets as headers and outlines for the actual document.
- For easier evaluation by the reviewers, include a page break or submit each section as a standalone document for each section outlining what follows.
- Any deviation from the typical format or content needs to be explained in a brief narrative that precedes the section that contains the deviation.
- In all sections, try to demonstrate breadth and depth and integrate cultural issues, at a minimum.
• Simply because faculty signed off on paperwork within a certain class, their signature or passing grade does not imply that the work is ready for or passable in the portfolio. In other words, materials that may be acceptable in the context of a course, may not meet the requirements of demonstrating advanced-level skill/knowledge required for mastery at the doctoral level. This reality is due to the fact that the program follows a developmental model, wherein competency is expected to increase successively from semester to semester. Thus, work that is acceptable in a first or second-year class is not generally or necessarily ready for the portfolio, as additional growth and development is expected and needs to be demonstrated in the portfolio.

• Students are especially advised to edit documents for the portfolio that came from classes, based on the input and feedback they received from instructors. Also, documents in the portfolio may require additional elements that were not required for a similar document in the context of a course. Students are responsible for adding these elements.

• Certain documents may appear in the Research Portfolio, Clinical Portfolio, and Community Portfolio, if applicable.

COMMUNITY PORTFOLIO GUIDELINES

• Practice logs in Section One need to be clear and detailed. Graphics, summarizing hours by the various categories should be provided (e.g., a pie chart showing types of activities such as program evaluation, needs assessment, feedback). All additions need to be accurate and completed for the reviewers – reviewers will randomly double-check.

• The summary report in Section One is a 15-page summary report describing community activities engaged in throughout the doctoral program (including program evaluation classes and community practice), what the student has learned, areas of continued growth, and plans to enhance community skills during the Ph.D. program and after graduation. This report should integrate a discussion of the process of entering a setting, building trust, collaboration, cultural and rural issues, ethical issues, and social justice. The student may also comment on other guiding principles of community psychology such as appreciating aspects of diversity, acknowledging personal values, having a strengths-based perspective, facilitating social change, and integrating an ecological framework.

• Practicum evaluations in Section Two need to be signed by the original supervisor. If they are not, this deviation needs to be explained.

• The paper for the Community Assessment and Intervention Documents in Section Three is a document demonstrating community skills broadly defined. The document requires the student to select a project for which they conducted a community assessment or intervention, and write an APA-formatted, literature-based account of the project. This should be an approximately 15-page paper (not including title page, references and appendices). This paper should approximate a product worthy of a journal submission that integrates literature into an account of a community assessment or intervention with broader lessons for community practice. Remember that you are writing for a broader
audience here, rather than for a particular agency. Thus, be sure to focus your paper on information valuable for guiding work by other community practitioners and researchers. The paper needs to address all aspects outlined in the community portfolio rating sheet and must always address issues of culture, ethics, community input and feedback, and sensitivity to community needs and desires.

**Integration Portion**

The integration paper, submitted with the second portfolio (clinical or community), should be an APA-formatted approximately 15-page paper that demonstrates the student’s “worldview” as an emerging psychologist. Specifically, the student must describe their personal integration of the domains of clinical, community, and cultural psychology as they relate to conceptualization of problems, approaches to assessment, intervention, evaluation, rural practice, and dissemination of information to the broader public. The paper must demonstrate an integration of knowledge and understanding of cultural issues, the role of community and the role of culture as it pertains to clinical-community practice. This paper should NOT be a replication of the clinical theoretical orientation paper.

**Summary of Dates and Deadlines**

Students should submit their community portfolio electronically to the Program Coordinator. It is highly recommended that community portfolios be submitted by April 1 the year students start internship. If the portfolio is not submitted before starting internship, it should be submitted by the deadline ONE semester before graduating.

Students can submit portfolios at any time, but for specific milestone deadlines, students are encouraged to submit on the following review cycles *:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To have a portfolio reviewed in time to start an activity for which a passed portfolio is required by:</th>
<th>The portfolio <strong>MUST</strong> be submitted during the prior semester, <strong>NO LATER THAN</strong> the following deadline:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring Semester</td>
<td>October 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Semester</td>
<td>February 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall Semester</td>
<td>April 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The dates above are deadline dates, portfolios and any subsequent revisions maybe submitted for review at any time. The committee has 30 days upon receipt to review portfolio submissions.*
ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY

Advancement to candidacy formally establishes students’ specific degree requirements. Students are eligible to advance to candidacy after they have met the following criteria as per the UAF and UAA candidacy requirements:

1. Completed the full time equivalent of two academic years of graduate study.
2. Completed at least 9 UAF or UAA credits.
3. Received approval of the Graduate Study Plan.
4. Obtained approval of the advisory committee for the title and synopsis of the dissertation.
5. Having passed the Research Portfolio qualifies the student for a conditional pass on the comprehensive exam, which is sufficient for the application for advancement to candidacy and is required to enroll in dissertation credit.

A finalized Program Requirements Worksheet should be used as a basis for completing the campus of residence Application for Advancement to Candidacy.

When submitting the Application for Advancement to Candidacy form students should indicate the Research Portfolio, Clinical Portfolio, and the Community Portfolio as the subject areas examined on comprehensive exam form.

Any and all changes subsequent to filing an official Advancement to Candidacy form for the student’s program will require the student to submit a campus of residence Graduate Student Petition form to amend the Advancement to Candidacy.
PART FOUR: DOCTORAL CANDIDATE

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION

The Ph.D. Program in Clinical -Community Psychology aspires to prepare students as scientist-practitioners with a depth of knowledge in cultural and rural psychology. We encourage students to articulate research questions that enhance knowledge about how culture and context affect individuals, groups, and communities. The program commits itself to teaching the skills necessary for students to articulate and carry out independent research.

The purpose of the dissertation is to demonstrate competence in performing independent research that is of sufficient quality and rigor to have the potential to contribute to the scientific or professional knowledge base. The dissertation is the culmination of doctoral studies and is the final demonstration of research competence. Consistent with these purposes, a dissertation represents a collaboration between a doctoral student, dissertation committee chair(s), and dissertation committee members. The ideal dissertation committee fosters the principle of psychological research as a collaborative endeavor, while supporting the student's development towards becoming an independent research scholar. In this spirit, the committee works cooperatively to maximize learning opportunities for the student and, ultimately, to optimize the student’s work. Although the chair will take the lead on directing and facilitating the doctoral student’s dissertation, all committee members have equal standing and committee functioning is conducted in a non-hierarchical manner. Input and contribution from all committee members are welcomed, encouraged, and considered in a respectful and professional manner. In addition to providing input, committee member(s) may have specialized expertise that will be essential for the completion of the dissertation. In such cases, this expertise is identified at the dissertation proposal meeting, and committee member planning and review work on the research is apportioned accordingly with the student at the meeting. The doctoral student, in consultation with the committee chair(s), and committee members, will produce a design, analysis, and final dissertation that the entire committee accepts by consensus.

Writing a quality document that is worthy of publication is an iterative process, with multiple drafts and revisions. A dissertation is likewise an iterative process, with a student producing an initial draft of the proposal or complete dissertation that is reviewed by the dissertation chair with feedback provided. Following revisions by the student, a subsequent draft is then reviewed by the chair. This iterative process continues until the chair approves the proposal or complete draft of the dissertation for full committee review and defense. How many drafts are required will depend on the quality of the work. Given that faculty may require up to one month to review and provide detailed feedback on each draft, it behooves students to refine their work prior to submitting drafts for their chair's review, as well as responding thoroughly to feedback. Depending on the committee and the role of committee members on a given dissertation, portions of the dissertation may also be reviewed by committee members for feedback prior to a defense. Through this intensive, mentored, and iterative process a student hones their research and writing skills.

A dissertation is required of every candidate for the Ph.D. degree and is expected to include work that represents the equivalent of at least one (1) academic year. The doctoral dissertation must
demonstrate the ability to perform independent research and must contribute to the body of knowledge in the student’s area of interest, the substance of which is publishable in a professional journal or as a book (see UAA Thesis/Dissertation Handbook or the UAF Thesis Format Handbook).

General format of the dissertation will be consistent with the UAA and UAF Thesis/Dissertation Format Handbooks. The two graduate schools have worked hard to ensure that their requirements are the same; where there is a difference, use your campus of residences’ handbook. As a general rule, dissertations for doctoral candidates in the Ph.D. Program Clinical-Community Psychology will follow the monograph format. In addition to the front matter required by the Thesis Format Handbooks, references, and relevant tables and/or figures, most dissertations will consist of at least the following four chapters: Introduction, Method, Results, and Discussion. Dissertations will follow APA Publication Manual standards for presentation, grammar (including verb tense), and punctuation.

Prior to embarking on the dissertation process, it is strongly recommended that students
- read the entire dissertation section of the Ph.D. Program Handbook AND
- attend a thesis formatting workshop or advising session, both of which are conducted regularly every semester on both campuses (check the UAA Graduate School or UAF Graduate School websites for dates)

**ENROLLMENT IN DISSERTATION CREDITS**

The following prerequisites must be met before a student may enroll in dissertation credits (i.e., to begin official work on their dissertations):
- admission to the Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology,
- successful completion of the Research Portfolio,
- approved Advancement to Candidacy, and
- approval of a dissertation committee.

**DISSERTATION PROGRESS**

Students are also required to make adequate progress on their dissertation when enrolling in dissertation credits. The committee chair will delineate those expectations with each student based on the research being conducted. Each semester, substantial gains must be made towards dissertation completion in order to continue registering for credits.

If the student is not making adequate progress, the Failure to Make Adequate Progress Policy was implemented to help the student, see Part Six: Relevant Program and University Policies, page 76.
**Appropriate Content Areas and Methodologies**

Content areas can vary widely, but must be related to clinical, community, or cross-cultural issues. Research methods can also vary widely and can make use of qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods. The student may design studies that are field-based or lab-based, that focus on basic or applied questions, and that involve research methods from any branch of psychology (social, biological, organizational, etc.) or other disciplines (anthropology, biology, neuroscience, etc.) that best fit addressing the research question. The specific dissertation and research approach is to be determined by the dissertation advisee, dissertation committee chair, and dissertation committee members. However, as a general rule, the Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology interprets the requirement that “the dissertation must demonstrate the ability to perform independent research” as requiring the dissertation advisee to collect at least a substantial portion of the data upon which the dissertation will be based. For example, students are welcomed to include in their dissertation existing data; however, any analyses conducted on that data must be new (i.e., not have been conducted with that particular dataset); and with few exceptions, additional data must be collected by the advisee to augment or complement the existing dataset. One example of this would be students analyzing an existing quantitative dataset and then collecting additional qualitative data (e.g., from focus groups, key informant interviews) to contextualize and interpret the findings from the quantitative dataset. Alternatively, the student could analyze an existing qualitative dataset and then develop and implement a survey based on the qualitative findings. In summary, each doctoral student is expected to plan and carry out the gathering of at least a substantial portion of the data that they will analyze. One exception to the requirement that additional data be collected for the dissertation would be in the case in which the advisee is developing or testing novel statistical techniques on existing datasets. Other exceptions can be determined on a case-by-case basis by the dissertation committee chair and committee members.

**Summary of the Dissertation Process**

The following table is a broad overview only. Where it seems incomplete or disagrees with the handbook or university policies, those supersede the table summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Broad Steps</th>
<th>Responsible Parties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. select broad topic area</td>
<td>Student with advisor(s) as desired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. advance to candidacy</td>
<td>Student, chair, PD, Program Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. select chair</td>
<td>Student with potential chair(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. select rest of committee</td>
<td>Student with selected dissertation chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. proposal drafts and revisions until the finalized proposal is approved by the chair for committee distribution</td>
<td>Student and chair with input from committee as desired by the chair and/or committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Dissertation Proposal Checklist Complete Thesis Formatting Checklist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. distribute proposal to committee Submit to committee at least 2 weeks prior to scheduled meeting</td>
<td>Student with approval from chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. proposal defense</td>
<td>Student, chair, and committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad Steps</td>
<td>Responsible Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8.</strong> summary of defense findings</td>
<td>Chair with input from committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Report on Dissertation Proposal Defense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9.</strong> proposal revisions until the proposal is fully approved</td>
<td>Student, chair, and committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10.</strong> draft and finalize IRB proposal</td>
<td>Student and chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11.</strong> submit IRB proposal</td>
<td>Student with signature from chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12.</strong> revise IRB proposal as needed</td>
<td>Student with chair input and approval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13.</strong> re-meet with committee as needed to discuss and gain approval for IRB-requested changes</td>
<td>Student, chair, and committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14.</strong> receive IRB approval</td>
<td>Student and IRB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15.</strong> document IRB approval</td>
<td>Student submits to chair and program coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16.</strong> collect data</td>
<td>Student, remaining in touch with chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17.</strong> analyze data</td>
<td>Student, remaining in touch with chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>18.</strong> proposal drafts and revisions until the finalized complete dissertation is approved by the chair for committee distribution</td>
<td>Student and chair with input from chair as desired by the chair and/or committee; allow up to one month per review cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>19.</strong> distribute dissertation to committee for pre-defense review</td>
<td>Student with approval from chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20.</strong> dissertation draft review meeting with committee</td>
<td>Student, chair, and committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>21.</strong> revisions to the dissertation until a final document is fully approved as ready for public presentation</td>
<td>Student, chair, and committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>22.</strong> request an outside reader</td>
<td>Student with approval from chair and committee after defense meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>23.</strong> dissertation public presentation</td>
<td>Student, chair, committee, outside reader, and public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>24.</strong> final dissertation committee meeting to review all committee member, outsider reader, and public feedback</td>
<td>Student, chair, committee, and outside reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>25.</strong> revisions to the dissertation until a final document is fully approved</td>
<td>Student, chair, committee, and outside reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>26.</strong> submit final document to chair for signature</td>
<td>Student and chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>27.</strong> submit final document to committee for signature</td>
<td>Student with approval from chair, committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>28.</strong> route document to PD for review, revisions, and signature</td>
<td>Student with approval from the chair; allow at least three weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>29.</strong> route document to the CLA or CAS dean’s office for review, revisions, and signature</td>
<td>Student with approval from chair, PD, and college dean; allow at least three weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>30.</strong> have formatting reviewed and approved by the graduate school</td>
<td>Student, graduate school staff; must submit no later than the published graduate school submission deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>31.</strong> revise as needed to obtain the graduate dean signature</td>
<td>Student, graduate school staff, dissertation chair, graduate dean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Stage One – Dissertation Committee**

The scientific merit, rigor, and content of a dissertation must be approved by a dissertation committee, consisting of at least four members. Establishing a dissertation committee is an important step in the student’s career in the Ph.D. Program and must be considered carefully. The process generally begins by identifying a dissertation topic and chair. Also, students need to note a few department policies about the composition of the dissertation committees.

**Finding a Dissertation Chair**

Students are responsible for identifying and securing a dissertation chair. The most appropriate timing for finding such a faculty member is in the third year in the program. Dissertation chairs are best identified through searching for psychology faculty members from the Psychology Department with research programs that overlap students’ interests and it is advised that students learn as much as possible about faculty members’ research as possible during their early years in the program. Students should also select dissertation chairs based on compatibility with the faculty member – similar working styles and personality traits are helpful during the stressful periods of preparing a dissertation. Students and their dissertation advisors will spend a lot of time together and having compatible styles and interest will be crucial for both members of this team to maintain a relationship that is conducive to student success. Students can often learn much from other students about faculty working styles and it is helpful to listen to peer advice. Maximizing exposure to a large number of faculty members within the Ph.D. Program will also be helpful in assuring that the students approaches the best person given their preferred dissertation topic.

**Selecting a Dissertation Committee**

Selecting a committee will be guided by the scientific methods and contents of the dissertation, with students striving to achieve a balance of expertise on their committee. For example, if a student’s dissertation relies heavily on qualitative methods, at least one committee member should have special expertise in this area. Students should generally not approach faculty members about serving on their committee until after having chosen a dissertation chair and having discussed other members with the chair. Once a dissertation chair has been identified, students will select their remaining dissertation committee members. This selection process, while ultimately up to the student, is best accomplished in close collaboration with the dissertation chair. The composition of the dissertation committee must meet the policies outlined below. It is requested that students meet with potential members of their committee in person (live or via Skype) to discuss participation on the committee by the faculty member (after having cleared this with their dissertation chair, of course). Email contact to solicit committee membership is not encouraged (except, of course, to arrange the in-person meeting).

Once a committee has been selected, an Appointment of Graduate Advisory Committee form is filed appointing the student’s dissertation committee. Every time the student makes a change to the composition of the dissertation committee, this form must be revised and filed again. The student should always work with the Program Coordinator when filing or revising this form, as a
copy must be retained in the student’s graduate file within the Ph.D. Program. Changes to the committee must be approved by the PD and by the Graduate Dean.

Policies about Dissertation Committee Composition and Function

Standard Composition of Dissertation Committee
The standard four-member composition of a student’s dissertation committee includes the following:
1. A committee chair who is a member of the Ph.D. program’s core faculty.
2. Two committee members who are tenured or hold tenure-track positions within the psychology departments at UAA or UAF. These members have research and service components in their workloads. One of these two must be a core faculty member with the Ph.D. program (from either campus).
3. A fourth committee member who is faculty, within the University of Alaska system, tenured or holding a tenure-track position with research and service workload components.

Provisions for Exceptions to the Standard Dissertation Committee Chair or Membership
If a student wishes to petition for an exception to have a proposed chair who does not meet criterion 1 above, the student must submit the petition to the PD. The PD (in consultation with the core faculty as needed) will consider and approve or deny the petition for an excepted chair. Requests and approvals for such a chair have to be obtained before work on the dissertation can begin.

Other exceptions to this standard composition are possible and can be pursued by the student working with his/her chair to develop a proposed committee composition plan that provides justification for each member’s inclusion on the committee. This proposal should clearly explain each member’s area of expertise and how it will serve the student’s research efforts. With the proposed chair’s approval, this plan should be submitted to the PD who will bring it to the core faculty for consideration, review, and feedback.

Approval Process for Non-Core Chair and Excepted Committee Member
Students who need to seek approval for a non-core chair or an excepted committee member must submit a memorandum, and appendices as needed, to their PD outlining the reasons for the request. The PD will notify the core faculty, who will review the students’ request before approving the non-core chair or excepted committee member. Students minimally need to address the following points in the request:

- **Rationale for the request** – most likely the rationale will arise from an alignment between the requested individual and the topic or methodology of the student’s dissertation

- **Demonstration of chair qualifications** – if the requested chair is not a core faculty member, appropriate credentials to serve in the role of the chair must be documented in all of the following realms:
  - A contribution to the committee that is not available from among core faculty
• Terminal doctoral degree from an accredited academic institution
• Expertise in the central topic area or expertise in the methodology of the dissertation
• Sufficiently comprehensive knowledge in the topic area and methodologies of the dissertation to be able to critique the student’s work with confidence and competence
• Proposed composition of the remaining members of the committee detailing each member’s contribution to the dissertation

• **Demonstration of excepted member qualifications** – if the requested member does not meet above criteria for committee members, appropriate credentials to serve in the role of the member must be documented in all of the following realms:
  • Terminal doctoral degree from an accredited academic institution
  • Expertise in the central topic area or expertise in the methodology of the dissertation
  • Basic knowledge in the content and methodologies of the dissertation, sufficient for critique and comment

**If the Non-Core Dissertation Chair is approved by the PD, the current Academic Advisor will remain as the advisor to help ensure that the student is properly advised in other program areas.**

**Roles and Responsibilities of the Student**

The student has many responsibilities, including but not necessarily limited to:

• Responsible for defining and carrying out the study
• Establish their committee
• Seek guidance and support from the chair and committee members
• Respond to, and integrate feedback from the chair and committee members in a timely and constructive manner
• Submit well-written and thoroughly proofread APA-formatted drafts to the chair
• Complete [Dissertation Proposal Checklist](#) and the [Dissertation Formatting Checklist](#)
• Actively inform and solicit feedback from the chair and committee members on progress
• Meet with their committee at least once per calendar year after defending the dissertation proposal. Meetings will provide an opportunity for an update on the students’ progress and provide a formal opportunity for the student to consult with their committee members. Changes to the original proposal and proposed changes should be given to the committee prior to any scheduled update meeting.
• Encouraged to meet with committee members individually throughout the dissertation process and communicate any potential decision or outcome to the chair and remaining committee members

**ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DISSERTATION COMMITTEE CHAIRS AND MEMBERS**

The dissertation chair has many roles and responsibilities, including but not necessarily limited to:

• Guidance in the process of establishing a committee, assuring that all needed areas of competency are represented, especially if the chair does not have adequate competence in all necessary areas herself or himself
• Apportionment of responsibility among committee members in terms of special expertise in content or methodology, including appointment of co-chair as needed at or before the proposal defense
• Support of the student in the development of a proposal that is ready for defense (i.e., complete, well written and in APA format, methodologically sound, and that has the potential to contribute to the scientific or professional knowledge base)
• Approval of a proposal before it is sent to committee
• Verify completion of the *Dissertation Proposal Checklist*
• Convening of a proposal defense
• Chairing of the proposal defense, summarizing its outcome on the *Report on Dissertation Proposal Defense*, and coordinating/supervising any necessary follow-up requirements posed by the committee during the defense
• Approval of all necessary IRB proposals and any subsequent revisions
• Decision-making about reconvening the committee if extensive revisions are required by the IRB
• Ongoing supervision of the student’s dissertation work, including data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, writing activities, and similar central aspects of dissertation work
• Convening of the committee upon the request of the student or any committee member
• Approval of a final dissertation draft before it is sent to committee
• Convening of a dissertation committee meeting with the committee (before scheduling a public presentation)
• Chairing of the dissertation committee meeting, summarizing its outcome, completing required paperwork, and coordinating/supervising any necessary follow-up requirements posed by the committee during the defense
• Clearing the student, based on full committee approval, for the scheduling of a public presentation
• Chairing of the final dissertation defense with the committee following the public presentation, summarizing its outcome, completing required paperwork, and coordinating/supervising any necessary follow-up requirements posed by the committee or outside reader after the public presentation
• Coordination and supervision of any requested revisions from the committee after the public presentation
• Approval, with support from the committee, of the collection of committee signatures on the dissertation
• Clearance, with approval from the committee, of the dissertation for routing to the next level of review (i.e., the PD).

Dissertation committee members have many roles and responsibilities, including but not necessarily limited to:

• Thorough review of the dissertation proposal
• Attendance at all committee meetings
• Active participation in the dissertation proposal defense, providing written and verbal comments and critiques
• Approval of the dissertation chair’s summaries of the proposal defense via signature on the Report on Dissertation Proposal Defense
• Support of the student in the process of dissertation implementation as coordinated with the dissertation chair
• Thorough review of the final draft of the dissertation
• Active participation in the dissertation committee meeting (prior to public presentation), providing written and verbal comments and critiques
• Approval of the dissertation chair’s summaries of the dissertation committee meeting and signature on supporting documents
• Approval of the dissertation draft prior to and for public presentation
• Provision of final input and dissertation approval at a committee meeting following the public presentation
• Approval of the final edited draft of the dissertation before it moves to the next level of review (i.e., PD)

Stage Two – Doctoral Dissertation Proposal

Once a committee has been selected, the student may begin to plan the dissertation in earnest (see student responsibilities outlined above). It should be noted that to begin enrolling in dissertation credits students must have passed the research competency portfolio. The initial steps in planning the dissertation are best accomplished with the dissertation chair only; once plans have advanced to a concrete project outline, the entire committee becomes involved.

Working closely with the dissertation chair, each student will develop a Dissertation Outline which must be completed and approved by the chair. This will be used as one indication of progress on the Student Application for Advancement to Internship form. The dissertation outline will provide a guide for the dissertation proposal that must be reviewed and approved by the dissertation committee prior to any data collection. Proposals need to be of publishable quality, that is, quality that is consistent with standards in the field as related to content, design, writing style, comprehensiveness, and accuracy. It also needs to comply with APA style and
content guidelines and meet UAF and UAA Graduate School guidelines for theses and
dissertations as outlined in the current Thesis Formatting Checklist.

Each student completes an APA formatted dissertation proposal of at least 30 to 60 pages (not
counting appendices and references) that demonstrates the student’s mastery of all background
literature relevant to the dissertation topic, design issues, and analytic strategies and that includes
all of the following sections:

a. Brief study overview (termed Introduction within the dissertation framework) that
summarizes the research question (i.e., specific aims), significance to the field, and
methodology.

b. Comprehensive review of the most relevant literature to demonstrate mastery of the
literature pertaining to the topic of the dissertation and to ground the research question in
the scientific literature.

c. Description and rationale for the current study including proposed research question(s) or
hypotheses.

d. Detailed methodology including:
   • Overview of design
   • Detailed description and rationale for:
     o sample and recruitment plans,
     o measure and instruments
     o procedures, and
     o analytic plan with details about specific analyses that will be conducted.

e. References in APA format.

f. Appendices that include all measures and instruments to be used.

A Dissertation Proposal Checklist and the current Thesis Formatting Checklist must be
completed by the student and dissertation chair before disseminating the completed proposal to
the dissertation committee in order to schedule the proposal defense meeting. Once the proposal
is completed, the student officially defends the project to the entire committee in a formal
dissertation proposal defense meeting. Before scheduling a defense meeting, the student needs to
have met with and talked to each committee member about the project and proposal. A copy of
the proposal draft must be received by all committee members at least two weeks prior to the
scheduled meeting Proposal defense meetings are scheduled for a two-hour time period.
Students should leave the room at the outset and end of meeting so that the committee can confer
in private. Students present for 10-15 minutes on literature and study rationale, 20-25 minutes
on methodology at the beginning of the meeting and the remaining time is reserved for Q&A and
committee discussion of recommendations.

In the formal defense proposal meeting, the dissertation plan will be vetted by the committee as a
group and a final decision is made about the proposal. The proposal defense is essentially a
protection for the student in that it gives a formal hearing to and acceptance of the dissertation
plan. The dissertation proposal is similar to a contract between the committee and the student (e.g. content of Chapters 1-3).

Based on the proposal defense, the dissertation chair and committee will complete the Report on Dissertation Proposal Defense Form indicating, Pass without Revisions, Conditional Pass with Revisions to be approved by dissertation chair only, Conditional Pass with revisions to be approved by full dissertation committee, or Fail. The report will clearly outline the outcome of the Dissertation Proposal Defense, and will list in detail any revisions required before passing the proposal defense. Once the proposal defense is passed (as outlined on the Report Form), the student may seek IRB approval. If revisions are required, they must be submitted within three months, otherwise the Failure to Make Progress Policy will be invoked (see Part Six, p. 72). The Dissertation Proposal Defense Checklist and Thesis formatting Checklist will be attached to the Report on Dissertation Proposal Defense as backup documentation. Generally speaking, the first step after official acceptance of the dissertation plan will be for the student to seek approval for the research project from the local Institutional Review Board. Only after IRB approval has been received, is the student free to begin data collection. Specific information about how to conduct a dissertation and how to navigate the dissertation-related paperwork is provided in the dissertation workbook at UAF or at UAA.

Few Random Notes about the Dissertation Formatting Requirements

The directors of the UAA and UAF Graduate Schools regularly hold advising workshops related to dissertations. Students are encouraged to attend a workshop and seek guidance from the Graduate Schools regarding formatting questions. In the contexts of these workshops the following comments and recommendations have been made by these individuals:

- There is keen scrutiny of grammar and punctuation issues in dissertations. It is the responsibility of the candidate and the committee to produce a virtually error-free document (in terms of grammar and punctuation). It is very helpful to engage the services of an editor who reads the dissertation (for grammar and punctuation only) after the committee revisions and before submission for additional levels of review (i.e., PD, College Dean, Graduate School Dean). It should take no more than 10 hours at that point to proof the document (as these types of editors do not read for content or organization). Students are not required to secure the services of an editor, but need to be prepared for more review time after each subsequent level of review, should grammatical or punctuation changes be necessary at that time.

- Students are strongly encouraged to double-check references. Discrepancies between what is in the text and the list are common and quite annoying to the graduate schools. In fact, reviewers may stop reading after a certain number of discrepancies and will return the dissertation to the student for additional revisions before making a final review. It may thus be worthwhile to have another individual double-check references very carefully, verifying that each reference in the text is in the citation list and that each citation is use in the text. Reference lists must be in strict compliance with APA format.

- Common errors appear to occur with regard to tense choice in the various sections of the dissertation. The Graduate School reviewers use the verb tense guidelines in the APA
manual. Students are encouraged to re-read these guidelines to make sure their documents abide by them.
Seeking Approval from the Institutional Review Board

All dissertations (or any other activity that is defined as “research” by the investigators) that involve interaction or intervention with living human beings are subject to review by the university’s Institutional Review Board. Principal Investigators must apply for and receive IRB approval before beginning to interact with human research subjects. This applies to all research involving people, including but not limited to clinical, social science, behavioral, historic, linguistic and marketing research projects. If in doubt, contact the Office of Research Integrity at UAF (474-7800 or fyirb@uaf.edu) or the Institutional Review Board Chair at UAA (786-1793 or rjboeckmann@alaska.edu).

The IRB process was outlined in detail above and will not be repeated here. It should be noted that the IRB reviews applications that are part of a dissertation only after the respective faculty committee has reviewed the proposed research, has approved it, and has cleared the student to advance the IRB paperwork. This process must be documented within the IRB paperwork that is formally submitted. The dissertation chair must sign off on the IRB proposal that is submitted and must vouch that she or he has read and supports the IRB proposal.

The goal of a dissertation IRB review is to facilitate a constructive review of research. The IRB process is intended to be an opportunity to ensure that the rights of the human research subjects are protected. Much like the student’s dissertation committee, the IRB requires information that documents the following issues, using the required formats at outlined elsewhere in this handbook:

1. Research design that is sound, given the proposed use of human subjects.
2. Equitable selection of subjects.
3. Careful consideration and representation of risks and benefits.
4. A thoughtful and comprehensive informed consent process.

If the IRB disapproves a research activity, the denial will include written notification that outlines the reasons for the decision and gives the investigator an opportunity to respond in person or in writing. The IRB has the authority to suspend or terminate previously approved research that is not being conducted in accordance with the established requirements or that has been associated with unexpected serious harm to research participants. Any suspension must include a statement in writing of the reason for the IRB's action and will be reported promptly to the investigator, appropriate University officials, the research sponsor(s), and the Office of Research Integrity at UAF or to the Chair of the IRB at UAA. If the IRB denies approval of a dissertation, the student must take the proposal back to the dissertation committee and must work with the dissertation chair on any and all revision to the IRB document before resubmitting it.

One of the most critical aspects about dissertation IRB review is that both the faculty and students must keep in mind that IRB review is required and must be planned for from the earliest stages of dissertation preparation. Students need to build two months into their dissertation timeline for IRB review, especially if the project requires full review study; one month may be a reasonable expectation for expedited or exempt protocols. Regardless of how long it takes for IRB review, students should never begin data collection efforts prior to getting IRB approval. Faculty and students should speak with the IRB Chair or an IRB member from within the psychology
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department ahead of time to determine what level of review is required (full, expedited or exempt), to assure that there are no surprises. Students and faculty absolutely need to know that their proposal is just one of many being reviewed, and that waiting until the last minute is a very poor strategy. Students need to remember that the IRB on-line training must be completed before they submit their dissertation IRB proposals, a reality that may also affect timing. Although supervising faculty members play a role in helping students plan for IRB review of their dissertation, the ultimate responsibility rests with the student.

IRB Documents to be Included in Dissertations

At a minimum, dissertations must include:

- the IRB approval letter;
- the annual IRB re-approval letter; and
- letters of support from community members/agencies (if applicable and required for the IRB submission).

Dissertations might also include:

- variations of research protocol,
- reports of adverse incidences sent to the IRB,
- final IRB report (if it is available at the time of dissertation submission; this report has to be submitted to the IRB when all work on the dissertation data is complete); and
- annual progress reports.

Special Note About Dissertations Relying on Community-Based Participatory Research

The Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology places strong priority on a community-based participatory research (CBPR) approach. In situations in which a community controls the research and/or expresses ownership over the data, graduate students may be placed in a potentially vulnerable position regarding dissertation completion. The requirements of dissertation completion for students can appear to create contingencies that are at cross-purposes with true community control. This dilemma can discourage precisely the types of innovative research design and research topics in student research that the program hopes to promote or may result in less than ethical decisions regarding the research project. For these reasons, the Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology has special policies for dissertation research that uses a CBPR approach.

The most critical element is for continual communication between the student, dissertation chair and committee while negotiating the parameters of review and consent processes at the community or regional level. It is known that each geographic region varies a great deal within the state of Alaska in terms of how much control community members consider appropriate. It is also clear that the community at the village level may or may not want to review the work. However, in a CBPR approach the student will negotiate some form of participation of community members as co-researchers and, therefore, may have established an ad hoc method of
review. In the event a dissertation project is no longer acceptable to a community, as defined for the particular setting (e.g., school, village, regional entity), the following guidelines have been established.

Specifically, in the event that a community withdraws support for a dissertation project, students have several obligations and options. To begin the process of searching for alternatives, students must consult with their dissertation chair and committee. An array of flexible options can be considered in such cases, as long as students communicate effectively with their dissertation chairs. For example, communities may be willing to negotiate an alternative research design or analytic strategy to address the concern. If this is not the case, but the project has not yet proceeded to data collection, an alternative community site may show interest, or the scope or topic of the project may be changed to accommodate community concerns in the same or new community.

However, if data have already been collected, students are potentially faced with the task of starting over with an entirely new dissertation project. In this event, the program wishes to provide a set of contingencies that encourage students to honor community control and to return the original dissertation data to the community. In such cases (so as not to discourage CBPR dissertations), the program will accept a dissertation equivalence project. Two options are available: 1) a case study analysis of the project-community relations and the current impasse; or 2) use of an existing dataset to complete a new dissertation project.

To initiate a dissertation equivalence project of the first kind (case study), students must convene their dissertation committee to propose, in consultation with their chair, an analytic strategy to explore the challenges to the community partnership that led to the withdrawal of community support. In addition to an analysis of the history and the prehistory of the project, the case study dissertation equivalence project should include some form of IRB-approved original data collection and analysis. This data collection could consist of qualitative interviews to explore the source of conflict or community withdrawal of support with community co-researchers, community leaders, and community members, and/or researchers and other concerned or knowledgeable parties, or a quantitative analysis of survey data from such participant sources, or potentially even a lab-based experimental/analog study, for example, on some aspect of the acceptability/participant response to a problematic element of the original research protocol.

To initiate a dissertation equivalence project of the second kind (existing data set study), students must convene their dissertation committee to propose, in consultation with their chair, to develop a plan for such a project. Given that each circumstance will differ, considerable flexibility is granted students in devising a dissertation equivalence project. However, there are two firm program requirements for the dissertation equivalence project: (1) a new proposal must be prepared, representing a formal written secondary proposal that details the methods, analytic strategy, and format that is approved in a full committee meeting by the entire dissertation committee, and (2) submission of the new secondary proposal to the PD, who will be kept updated throughout the process of the development of a dissertation equivalence project.
Stage Three – The Defense & Final Dissertation Requirements

Dissertation Committee Draft Review Meeting

Once the dissertation is considered to be in final draft form by the committee chair, it will be routed for review and approval by the dissertation committee. After two weeks for review, the committee meets with the student to discuss the dissertation draft in preparation for the public presentation and defense. This meeting may result in concrete recommendations (and maybe a timeline) for making any necessary corrections and additions to the dissertation draft to prepare it and the student for public presentation and defense. Once the committee is satisfied with the dissertation draft and the candidate’s ability to present the findings and field questions, the committee will formally approve the candidate to move forward with the public presentation and final defense of the dissertation.

Dissertation Presentation and Final Defense

Once the final draft of the dissertation is completed and approved by the dissertation committee for presentation, the dissertation must be presented in a public presentation. The dissertation presentation must be made available to the public and for cohorts admitted prior to 2017 must be video-conferenced across the Anchorage and Fairbanks campuses. It is the students’ responsibility to consult with their committee members on setting up a time for the defense presentation. The public presentation will be scheduled for two hours, the student will present for 45 minutes and will include approximately 15 minutes for questions and answers by anyone in the audience, the remaining time is for closed door committee meeting.

Dissertation presentation announcements need to be submitted to the following:

UAF Science Calendar
UAA Green and Gold News
UAA Calendar

In addition to submitting the event to the above sites, students need to email their respective Graduate school. Please email the UAF Graduate School at UAF-Grad-School@alaska.edu or the UAA Graduate School at esmattison@alaska.edu so that they can add it to the graduate school calendar. A flyer announcing the dissertation presentation should also be sent to the Program Coordinator so that the flyers can be posted on each campus.

After the public dissertation presentation, students will meet privately with their committee, including the outside examiner (see below), and the final dissertation defense will take place. This meeting will result in a vote for final approval, conditional approval, or failure of the dissertation and completion of the Report on Dissertation Defense and the Dissertation Approval Form that will be submitted to the graduate school indicating the committee vote. Depending on decisions made by the committee during this meeting, additional work may need to be completed or the dissertation is approved as is. Once all committee members approve the dissertation in its final form, the committee will complete a Report on Dissertation Defense that indicates a PASS
and the *Report on Dissertation Defense* will be signed by the committee members. The Program Coordinator will route the two forms for final signature and submit to the appropriate Graduate School.

**Outside Examiner**

In preparation for the formal dissertation presentation and defense, the student must request an Outside Examiner from the UAF or UAA Graduate School (depending on her/his own campus residency). The Outside Examiner will attend the dissertation presentation and final defense, and must be requested at least two weeks prior to the defense of the dissertation. The outside examiner must receive a copy of the dissertation no later than one week in advance of the presentation. The function of the outside examiner is to determine that a stringent, unbiased examination is given and that the dissertation and defense are fairly administered and evaluated. The student and advisor will both be notified of their outside examiner by the UAF or UAA Graduate School once an examiner has been identified. The examiner will be asked by the UAF or UAA Graduate School to complete and submit a *Report of Outside Examiner form* to the Graduate School within one week of the defense.

**Acceptance of Dissertations by the Program and Graduate School**

Before the final dissertation acceptance, all committee members, the PD, the local College Dean, and the local Dean of the Graduate Schools must approve the dissertation. Any of these individuals can and may require changes or corrections to the dissertation that must be incorporated before that individual is willing to sign the *Dissertation Approval Form*. Signature on *Dissertation Approval Form* signifies final approval by the signer. This issue is discussed in more detail below.

Students should note that the deadlines published by the UAF and UAA Graduate School for paperwork submission only indicate when items need to be received by the Graduate School; these timelines do not take into account the review process by the committee, PD, or Deans. Students must plan ahead for all levels of review in planning their timeline for the dissertation presentation, defense, review, and revision.

**Doctoral Dissertation Routing and Timelines**

Dissertation proposal drafts, dissertation drafts, and final versions of dissertations will be reviewed by committee members, including committee chairs, in a timely fashion. During the regular academic year (fall and spring semesters), committee members and chairs will review and respond to documents within no more than one month from receipt of the document. Students are advised that some faculty are off contract during the summer months and that the one-month review timeline cannot be relied upon during that time. Students are encouraged to discuss this issue with their committee members and to plan their timelines accordingly.

Students are also reminded that the final dissertation will be read by various other reviewers outside of the program and department (e.g., the college dean). These reviewers will also need time to conduct their review. Students are required to leave a lot of leeway for all levels of review in planning their graduation date; more specifically, the student must allow at least three
**months** between the handing in of the final draft of the complete dissertation to the dissertation chair and the deadline for dissertation submission posted by the UAF and UAA graduate schools.

**Policy for Routing and Approving Dissertations**

The Ph.D. program has received approval from the UAF and UAA Graduate Schools for special routing and formatting of the dissertation title page (see the website for sample). Before obtaining committee member signatures on the *Dissertation Approval Form*, the title page **must** be approved by the Graduate School of the campus at which the student is resident. Once the final defense has taken place and the committee has approved the dissertation, both the *Report on Dissertation Defense* and the *Dissertation Approval Form* must be routed for signatures. To assure that both campuses are represented, the following routing and approval procedures are followed by the program:

**Step 1:** The dissertation advisor and committee sign the *Dissertation Approval Form*.

**Step 2:** The PD signs.

**Step 3:** The signed dissertation will be routed to the college dean of the campus at which the student is resident. The College Dean will sign on behalf of both the CAS and CLA colleges.

**Step 4:** Once the college dean has signed, the dissertation is routed to the other campus for signatures. The Graduate Dean will accept their opposite campus counterpart’s signature as a voucher that the dissertation is in order and will simply co-sign the approval form. The Program Coordinator will coordinate obtaining the Graduate Dean of the other campus for co-signature.

**Step 5:** Once the Graduate Dean of the resident campus has signed and dated the *Dissertation Approval Form*, the regular UAF and UAA process is followed to finalize dissertation submission.

**Dissertation Clearance Process for Students Admitted Prior to Fall 2017**

1. The two campuses have different submission deadlines for graduation; please check the program’s Google calendar and respective Graduate School website for submission deadlines for graduation. **This deadline is understood to be the deadline for receipt of the post defense dissertation (approved by the committee, advisor and College [CAS or CLA] dean) by the graduate school of the student’s resident campus.**

2. The UAA and UAF graduate school are committed to matching each other’s guidelines for dissertation formatting. If in reviewing dissertations, previously undetected formatting or other requirement differences between the two campuses emerge, contact your local graduate school for clarification.

3. Clearance for graduation is initiated by the graduate school of the resident campus and occurs once the first graduate dean signature has been obtained. As noted above, the other graduate dean will simply co-sign the approval form upon acceptance of the dissertation document by the resident graduate dean.

4. Once the document has been cleared by the graduate school of the resident campus, the student can submit the dissertation. Please check the respective Graduate School
website for electronic submission guidelines.

UAF students
UAA students

Final grades for dissertations will be submitted once the dissertation has the “Recommended” signatures and has been received by the Ph.D. Program.

FINAL DISSERTATION PAPERWORK

See Dissertation Forms section in the Summary of Formal Procedures/Paperwork for Assuring Milestone for a complete list of documents needed when submitting the Final Dissertation Draft to the UAF and UAA Graduate Schools.

PROCESS FOR DISSERTATION CONFLICT RESOLUTION

From time to time, disagreements about decisions, deadlines, policies, procedures, and issues of academic judgment may arise between a student and member(s) of a dissertation committee. As in all such disputes, involved parties should, in the spirit of collegiality, attempt to resolve these issues internally and informally (i.e., within the dissertation committee or the program). Following is an outline for the process that is in place to resolve disagreements, miscommunications, and similar issues on a dissertation committee. If this process does not lead to a satisfactory resolution, the formal university procedure for an Appeal of Academic Decision Other Than Grades can be initiated by the student.

Step 1 in Informal Dissertation Conflict Resolution
The initial step will be for the committee chair to call a meeting of the entire committee for the purpose of resolving the problem. As appropriate, this meeting may include the student.

Step 2 in Informal Dissertation Conflict Resolution
If the disagreement cannot be resolved through this process, or if the proposed solution is unacceptable to the student or one (or more) of the committee members, the disagreeing party or the committee chair may request that the PD review the situation and recommend a solution. This request is made, in writing, to the PD. The PD will make best efforts to render a decision within 30 days of being officially notified in writing of the situation. The decision will be provided, in writing, to the student, committee chairs and committee members.

If this PD is a member of the committee or otherwise presents a conflict of interest, the UAA Psychology Director or UAF Psychology Department Chair will review the situation and recommend a solution. In the review of the situation, the UAA Psychology Director or UAF Psychology Department Chair may request other non-involved faculty to review the situation and provide feedback to the Program Director. The UAA Psychology Director or UAF Psychology Department Chair will make best efforts to render a decision within 30 days of being officially notified in writing of the situation. The decision will be provided, in writing, to the student, committee chairs, and committee members.
Step 3 in Informal Dissertation Conflict Resolution
If the problem cannot be resolved at the program level, the disagreeing party or the committee chair may request that the Graduate Dean of the campus on which the student is resident review the problem and recommend a solution. This appeal must be made in writing within 14 days of the program’s decision. The Graduate Dean will make best efforts to resolve the dispute to the parties' satisfaction within 30 days. If the Graduate Dean is unable to resolve the dispute, the next recourse will be for the student to file a formal appeal using the Appeal of Academic Decision Other Than Grades procedure in accordance with the program’s and university’s policies and procedures.
PART FIVE: DOCTORAL INTERNS

DOCTORAL INTERNSHIP

For licensure as a clinical psychologist, individuals must complete a doctoral internship. This internship is a full-time, one-year training experience (or the equivalent of on a half-time basis) at a clinical site that meets certain minimum requirements for supervision and educational opportunities. Specific licensing requirements for internship hours and experiences may vary from state-to-state. It is in student’s best interest to find internships that meet the local licensing requirements and the basic criteria laid out by the American Psychological Association (APA) for accredited internships. This is most easily accomplished by applying to APA-accredited internship programs listed through the Association of Psychology Postdoctoral and Internship Centers (APPIC; http://www.appic.org/).

Students seeking an APA-accredited internship are advised to thoroughly familiarize themselves with the APPIC website. This website outlines the application process for internships, detailing available sites and deadlines for application materials. The APPIC match process is outlined on the National Matching Service website. The website also provides a good example of the match process and outlines the steps of how the algorithm handles each rank order list that is submitted.

The process of applying for an APA-accredited internship is highly regulated and should start very early in the academic year prior to the academic year when internship begins. Students need to begin planning for their internship application at least one year prior to the internship start date. Additionally, students must comply with the Advancement to Internship process for the Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology (see below).

An internship does not have to be accredited by APA in order for graduates to be eligible to sit for licensure in Alaska. However, if students choose a non-accredited internship, they must be aware that different states have different licensing requirements for the doctoral and/or postdoctoral supervised experiences. For example, in November 2007, the Alaska State Licensing law listed the internship requirements summarized in the Alaska Licensing Requirements section below. Since these requirements are subject to change without notice, students are advised to review the current licensing law for criteria in effect when they wish to apply for licensure.

The program’s Internship Committee provides review and support to students who seek non-accredited internships, reviewing proposed sites in terms of experiences that will be available to students, clinical populations, training and education opportunities, and similar issues as relevant to the Alaska licensing laws and the APA Guidelines and Principles for Accreditation. Such review is made on an ad hoc basis as requested by students considering such internship placements. Students can also seek input from the PD (who also are the instructors of record for the PSY 686).

Students are strongly encouraged to apply for doctoral internships that are accredited by the American Psychological Association. For non-accredited doctoral internships, the following criteria will be reviewed by the Internship Committee. If that committee finds that the internship
doctoral internships must be designed to provide a planned, programmed sequence of training experiences, the primary focus of which is to assure breadth and quality of training;

- The doctoral internship must have a clearly designated psychologist who is responsible for the integrity and quality of the training program and who is licensed or certified by a state or provincial board of psychology examiners;
- The doctoral internship must have two or more psychologists available as supervisors;
- The doctoral internship must have a written statement or brochure describing the goals and content of the internship, stating clear expectations and quality of an intern’s work, and made available to prospective interns;
- Supervision must be provided by the person who is responsible for the cases being supervised;
- At least 80% of supervision must be provided by a psychologist;
- At least 25 percent of the intern’s time (minimum 375 hours) must be spent in direct client contact providing assessment and intervention services;
- The internship must include at least two hours per week of regularly scheduled, formal, face-to-face individual supervision with the specific intent of dealing with the direct psychological services rendered by the intern;
- The internship must include at least two hours of other learning activities, such as case conferences, seminars on applied issues, cotherapy with a staff person, including discussion and group supervision;
- Supervision and training relating to ethics must be an ongoing aspect of the internship program;
- The intern must use a title such as “intern,” “resident,” “fellow,” or other designation of trainee status; and
- The internship experience must consist of at least 1,500 hours and must be completed within 24 months.

As state licensing boards will put the burden of proof on the licensing applicant to prove that an internship meets its criteria, students electing non-accredited internship need to take special care to document their experience by tracking very carefully at least all of the following information:

- training agreement
- goal statement and description of internship content
- name and contact information of designated psychologist in charge of the internship
- supervising psychologist credentials, name, and contact information (need at least two!)
- credentials of individuals involved in delivering educational activities
- client contact hours
- treatment modalities
- client characteristics
- therapy hours
- assessment hours
- all other activities (nature, type, number of hours)
• supervision contact hours
• educational activities
• when in doubt, document!

**ADVANCEMENT TO INTERNSHIP**

Before students are eligible to apply for a doctoral internship placement, they must receive approval from the core faculty. Students must PASS the Research and Clinical Portfolios and at least conditionally pass the dissertation proposal defense. Additionally, students must submit *Advancement to Internship Review Form* and *apply with a formal memorandum to the Program Director (PD) by September 30* (the fall semester prior to the year during which the student seeks to complete the internship) stating their intent to *Advance to Internship*. For most students, the application must be submitted during the fall of their fourth year in the program. Upon receipt of the student’s request, the PD will notify the core faculty of the student’s intent to advance to internship and will schedule a faculty review of the request.

During the review meeting, the core faculty will review the students’ performance in the program to date and progress toward completion of all milestones listed on the *Advancement to Internship Review Form* (e.g., Clinical Competency, Research Competency, Community Competency, Doctoral Dissertation proposal defense, and Advancement to Candidacy). Based on this discussion and review, an *Advancement to Internship Review Form* will be reviewed and approved by the core faculty. This form will be presented to the student by the advisor or PD before the student is approved to apply for internships. This form documenting approval by the full core faculty is necessary for the PD to certify the student’s candidacy for applying for internship (an APPIC requirement) and to write a letter of support for the student (typically required by all approved internship sites).

If the core faculty are satisfied that the student has either met the various milestones or has made satisfactory progress toward them, they will advance the student to internship unconditionally. If the advancement is unconditional, the student is approved to apply for internship *and* to start internship, if admitted to an internship program. Advancement to internship may be conditional, depending on the student’s progress toward completing certain milestones, and expectations will be clearly noted on the form with expected deadlines. If the advancement is conditionally based on the status of the dissertation proposal, revisions must be submitted within three months (as noted in Part Four: Doctoral Candidate page 53). If revisions are not submitted within three months, the Failure to Make Progress Policy will be invoked (See Part Six: Relevant Program and University Policies page 76).

**APPLYING FOR INTERNSHIP**

Who is identified as the DCT on the APPIC Application for Psychology Internship (AAPI)? For all students (at both UAA and UAF) who were admitted prior to Academic Year 2017-18, Dr. Fitterling (Teach-Out Program Director) is the Director of Clinical Training (DCT) and will serve as such with respect to all matters related to applying for internship by means of the APPIC Application for Psychology Internship (AAPI).
The current Program Director (Dr. Vivian Gonzalez) is the DCT for all students admitted to the Ph.D. program during and after Academic Year 2017-18.

Do I identify my DCT as one of my Letter of Reference Writers?

APPIC requires all letters of reference to be submitted on an APPIC-approved Standardized Reference Form. To do that, students identify the names and emails of their referees. Referees then receive an email from APPIC with the attached reference letter template and instructions and password for entering APPIC’s Reference Portal to upload the letter directly into the students AAIP. The student’s DCT also enters the DCT Portal to complete the DCT Certification, attesting that the student is internship-ready and approved to participate in the Match. The DCT Certification has a text field in which the DCT enters the equivalent of his or her own letter of recommendation. In prior years, the PD never completed a letter of reference because it would be redundant if not duplicative to what was already entered for the DCT certification. In so doing, this allows the student to solicit another letter of recommendation for meeting the number of letters that each internship site requires or allows. Nevertheless, the DCT can also serve as a referee and submit an APPIC-approved Standardized Reference Form (see explanation from APPIC below regarding this matter.)

Below is a response directly from APPIC that provides additional guidance on whether or not students should be asking their DCT to write a letter of recommendation:

“(The DCT) and each student need to decide whether or not (the DCT is) serving as a true letter-writer (for one of their three letters) or whether (the DCT is) providing information as their DCT. I'm sure that will have to do with the nature of (the DCT's) relationship with each student. Most DCTs, in their comments, aren't nearly as lengthy and comprehensive as the information that is provided in letters of recommendation. So, for those students whom (the DCT knows) very well (e.g., your advisees, supervisees, etc.), the student may want (the DCT) to be one of their three letter-writers (or not... it's up to them to decide). For other students, they are probably best served with you not serving as one of their three letter-writers, allowing those roles to be filled by others who know them better.”

How should the UAA MS Degree in Clinical Psychology be listed on the AAIP?

While (a) there are some shared course numbers between the UAA MS and Ph.D. programs, and (b) most Ph.D. students elect to earn the MS degree during their doctoral training, the UAA MS Degree in Clinical Psychology is NOT a part of the Ph.D. program. As such, students should list your MS degree program separately.

How do I answer the AAIP questions regarding “comprehensive/qualifying examination”?

Our program’s clinical portfolio is the functional equivalent of the comprehensive/qualifying examination. So, students should check “Yes” for having fully passed the clinical portfolio. Students should also check “Yes” under “Required for participating in APPIC match?” and “Required to attend an Internship?” columns.

Note that the AAIP does not ask about whether or not students have met other milestones. Therefore, there is no way students can indicate having passed their community portfolio and research portfolio/project.
Position Statement Regarding “Counting” Self-Report Measures (OQ-45, etc.) on the AAPI

Based on consultation with an official (board member) from the Association of Psychology Postdoctoral Internship Centers (APPIC) about the issue of whether and in what way the OQ-45 (and other self-report measures) may be counted and listed on a student’s APPIC Application for Psychology Internships (AAPI), the following positions have been established and approved for guiding students when completing their AAPIs:

- The time accrued by a student in reviewing, interpreting, and utilizing data collected from self-report measures, particularly the OQ-45 used in our training clinics, cannot be listed as assessment hours. (This is because the student has not administered these measures; only hours spent administering measures are considered face-to-face assessment hours.)
- However, the OQ-45 and the number of times a student has reviewed, interpreted, and utilized their data can be listed in the next section (assessment instruments).

Additional Information Sources:
Here are some useful YouTube videos about the AAPI and MATCH:

- Primer on writing internship essays for the AAPI
- Primer on interviewing for psychology doctoral internships
- Overview of the APPIC internship match process
- Matching Algorithm
- And also APPIC information on student resources

Enrollment in Internship

The Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology requires students who are doing their internship to register for PSY 686 Predoctoral Internship. Only students who have received approval from the faculty to advance to internship unconditionally and who have been admitted to an internship program may register for internship credits. Students must register for PSY 686 Predoctoral Internship for three consecutive semesters, for a total of eighteen credits. Most students will have a one-year internship and will register for 6 credits per semester for three consecutive semesters; students can have no more than 24 months to complete their internship, registering for no fewer than 6 credits per semester and having to take 18 credits total in consecutive semesters.

Students will register for PSY 686 Predoctoral Internship within the traditional academic year semester dates for summer, fall and spring. The PD will and assign a DF for the summer semester, a grade (P/NP) for the Fall semester, a DF for the spring semester and at the completion of the internship assign the final grade (P/NP) to the summer and spring semester.

Enrollment in and passing PSY 686 does not guarantee that licensing boards will accept the internship as meeting licensing criteria, especially if the internship is not APA-accredited. However, enrollment in PSY 686 will require students to maintain records that should help them prepare documentation for licensing boards.
DOCUMENTATION OF EXPERIENCES

The instructor of record must receive the following documentations in order for students to receive a passing grade in the internship:

**Items to be submitted to the course instructor to receive a passing grade in the course:**
- Two evaluations – one submitted at mid-point and one at the end of the internship year.
  - to be based on input from internship supervisors and submitted by the Internship Training Director
  - using the internship program’s competency evaluation system
PART SIX: RELEVANT PROGRAM AND UNIVERSITY POLICIES

ACADEMIC AND UNIVERSITY POLICY ISSUES RELEVANT TO THE PH.D. PROGRAM

WAIVING COURSES

Because the sequence and content of courses are considered to be so fundamental to the preparation of students who graduate from the Clinical-Community Psychology program, the faculty decided in Spring 2016 that no required course can be waived unless the exact course required by the Ph.D. Program has already been taken (i.e., student has already successfully completed the UAA MS course and deemed to be equivalent.) Courses that have the same name or may superficially appear to have the same content may differ from courses as taught in the Ph.D. Program. Thus, no Ph.D. course can be waived based on having taken that course at another institution.

PRACTICUM EXPERIENCES AND EMPLOYMENT AT PRACTICUM SITES

A practicum is viewed as a training experience that, unlike professional employment, has an emphasis on supervised student learning over provision of services. The purpose of the practicum placement series on the part of the student, agency, and clinical supervisor is to assess and facilitate improvements in student knowledge, skills, and abilities in a stepwise and more progressively complex manner. At its core, the goal of a practicum is not product or task completion, or the generation of income; rather, student learning is the aspiration of a practicum experience. A practicum experience, like other courses, requires course goals, student learning objectives, and specific learning experiences. The specific learning experiences in practicum include, but are not limited to weekly individual and group clinical supervision, careful tracking of experiences, evaluation/feedback, and supervisor completion of a Clinical Practicum Evaluation twice a semester.

Practicum experiences are seen as distinct from employment in which, by necessity, the emphasis is on work productivity and/or income generation. Although an employer may provide supervision, it is primarily to ensure quality of work rather than to provide an employee a learning experience. Employees are expected to deliver a product or outcomes for which he/she is already trained; whereas, practicum students are expected to gain training and enhance their skills.

A few other factors may help to discriminate between a practicum experience and a work experience.

1) Practicum experiences may include a stipend, travel reimbursement, or housing allowances. However, such financial arrangements are not pay for services, but rather intended to help facilitate the student being able to participate in the practicum.
Conversely, work experiences include a wage or salary, and may include health or other benefits.  

2) Practicum experiences are generally available to all students in the program. That is, other doctoral students in the same program would have similar eligibility for a given practicum experience. 

3) Although work experience will generally not count as a practicum and thus not count toward the required practicum hours, such experience can be reported in portfolios as additional evidence that a student has gained mastery of clinical and/or community skills. 

4) Except under unusual circumstances, students may not do a practicum at a site in which they are currently or previously been employed.

**Protocol for Coordinating Absences from Courses**

Participating in and learning from clinical, community, cultural, rural experiences, practicum activities, and program committees are important to the mission of the Ph.D. Program; classroom attendance should be students’ top priority. 

A maximum of one excused class absence per course is allowed. If circumstances – deemed legitimate by the instructor – cause a student to be absent beyond one missed class, the possibility and nature of alternative arrangements will be determined by each course instructor and specified in their syllabi. If there is more than one class absence per course, the instructor may assign an incomplete grade (I).

When classroom absence is unavoidable due to emergencies or coordinating multiple responsibilities with conflicting time demands, open and timely communication among students, instructors, supervisors, and advisors is crucial and expected for respectfully and effectively addressing scheduling conflicts and anticipated absences. The following guidelines are offered to provide some general parameters to address classroom attendance.

- Generally speaking, non-course activities are scheduled around course times, including avoiding conflict with the beginning and ending of classes; students are expected to arrive to start class on time and remain for the entire class. 

- In accordance with the UA Board of Regents Policy 09.05.00 students may not miss class in order to fulfill employment obligations. 

- Generally speaking, rural research is scheduled around multiple requirements and priorities, including community activities, faculty responsibilities, and student obligations. Coursework requirements therefore, must be one of the factors considered when scheduling of such rural experiences. It is acknowledged that arrangements for rural experiences can change at the last minute (e.g., due to community events or weather delays). 

- If an unavoidable conflict arises, students talk with their course instructor(s) as soon as they become aware of a schedule conflict, ideally at the beginning of the semester, but certainly with as much notice as possible. A discussion, not only an e-mail communication, is preferable to give both parties opportunity to brainstorm possible solutions. Issues to explore may include:
• Scheduling the conflicting experience around important class requirements or around important class sessions that absolutely require the student’s presence.

• Audio/video recordings of the missed class for later viewing by the student are not permissible under any circumstance.

• Clarifying how the student will turn in assignments, make up missed work, and whether there are changes in the deadlines (NOTE: if there are changes in deadlines, it may be preferable to change the deadline for the whole class rather than just one student).

• If scheduling conflicts become a chronic problem, the student, instructor, and faculty member supervising the conflicting activity will communicate with each other and coordinate scheduling to minimize conflicts and develop solutions.

**CONTINUOUS ENROLLMENT POLICY**

It is the preference of the Ph.D. Program that students be enrolled full-time at all times. Full-time enrollment requires a minimum of nine credits per fall and spring semester. There may be times when students need to go to a part-time schedule due to life circumstances. Students must request approval from their PD in writing to move to a part-time status in the program.

Further, students need to be aware of the university policy on continuous enrollment policy, shown below.

**CONTINUOUS REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS BY CAMPUS**

**UAA**

Continuous registration is expected every semester as appropriate for the program, from admission through graduation, until all requirements for the degree are completed. To make continuous progress in a graduate program, students have the following options:

Register for at least 1 graduate-level credit applicable to their graduate degree, or pay the continuous registration fee to remain active in the graduate program although not registered in any courses. Students are also expected to register or pay the continuous registration fee for the summer if they use university facilities or consult with faculty during the summer.

The continuous registration deadline is the same as the deadline for registration for thesis, research and independent study courses, i.e., the end of the ninth week of fall and spring semesters or the end of the seventh week of the summer semester.

Failure to undertake continuous registration may result in previously deferred (DF) grades taken for thesis research becoming permanent grades. Students not making continuous progress or not on an approved leave of absence may be placed on academic probation or, in some cases, removed from graduate degree-seeking status.
UAF

Graduate students must be registered for at least 6 credits per year (fall, spring, summer), at the graduate or F400-level in courses relevant to the graduate degree, while actively working toward a degree. Those who wish to temporarily suspend their studies should obtain an approved leave of absence.

Additionally, students must be registered in both the semester that they defend and the semester in which they receive their degree as per the requirements under Graduation.

Graduation Responsibility

Students are responsible for meeting all requirements for graduation. Students must be registered for a minimum of 3 graduate credits within their discipline and maintain enrollment in the semester that they successfully defend their thesis, and must be registered for a minimum of 1 graduate credit within the discipline and maintain enrollment during the semester that they graduate. Students Advancement to Candidacy must be received by the Graduate School the semester before intending to graduate.

Time Limitations on the Program

Students may elect to graduate under the degree requirements in effect in the first semester of their enrollment in the program or under the catalog in effect when they graduate. However, students who do not meet the continuous enrollment requirement waive the right to use the catalog in effect when they first entered into the program; in such circumstances, students must use either the catalog in effect during the semester of their reentry into the program or the catalog in effect when they graduate.

All non-academic policies and regulations listed in the current catalog apply, regardless of the catalog students are using for their degree requirements. All coursework listed on the advancement to candidacy form and all other degree requirements must be satisfactorily completed within ten years of entry into the program.

Leaves of Absence

On rare occasions, a student may need to request a leave from graduate studies for personal or professional reasons. A leave of absence petition requires the following steps:

1. The student initiates the process by discussing options with the academic advisor. The student and advisor can consider alternatives, such as reduced course loads or alternative sequencing of classes.
2. If the option to seek time off from the program is elected (no more than two semesters), the student submits a Temporary Leave of Absence form for approval.

The University's Continuous Enrollment Policy requires that graduate students enroll in 6 credits per year (fall, spring, summer), in graduate or 400-level courses relevant to the graduate degree. Students who fall below 6 credits in a given academic year must also apply
for a **Temporary Leave of Absence**. It is the student’s responsibility to track and initiate paperwork required by the Graduate Schools.

It is important to note that students admitted prior to Fall 2017 and residing on the UAF campus who do not register for at least 6 graduate credits or obtain an official UAF Graduate School Leave of Absence are dropped from graduate study by the UAF Graduate School. According to UAF policy, once dropped from the UAF Graduate School, students must apply and be approved for reinstatement before being allowed to resume their program.

Leaves of absence are usually granted for no longer than one year. If a longer absence is required, students will need submit another Leave of Absence form and submit a formal memo through their advisor to their PD after their first year’s leave. A leave of absence *does not* affect the ten-year completion rule; so even if students take a leave of absence, they must still complete the degree requirements within ten years of admission to the Ph.D. Program.

**REINSTATEMENT TO GRADUATE DEGREE STATUS**

Students who do not meet registration requirements and fail to file an approved leave of absence may request reinstatement to their graduate degree program. A “Reinstatement to Graduate Degree Status” form must be completed and signed by the appropriate PD and approved by the Dean of the Graduate School. There is a reinstatement fee that must be paid after one calendar year from the semester in which the student was removed. When re-applying for graduate studies, it is the student’s responsibility to demonstrate ability to succeed in the graduate program. Readmission may be conditional on maintaining minimum academic standards within the first semester of study.

**ACADEMIC STANDING**

A student with a GPA of less than 3.0 will automatically be placed on academic probation. When a student is placed on academic probation, the student will be informed in writing by her or his advisor of the requirements to return to good standing. Minimally the student will be required to raise her or his overall GPA to a minimum of 3.0; other requirements may also be imposed as determined by the local Dean of the Graduate School, the PD, and the student’s advisor. If a student does not return to good academic standing by the end of the two semesters following placement on academic probation, the student may be dismissed from the program.

If a student receives a grade of C or lower in any doctoral class, this class must be repeated. If a student receives one C or lower grade, the faculty advisor will meet with the student to discuss issues that may have contributed to the low performance. The student and advisor will jointly prepare a plan to address any factors that may potentially imped the student’s successful completion of the course. If a student receives 2 or more Cs or lower grades in any doctoral classes they will be automatically placed on academic probation. The procedures outlined above regarding not-in-good-standing status apply.

Academic probation may result in the discontinuation of graduate assistantships. A student on academic probation status for one semester may petition to continue as a graduate assistant for
the next semester. A maximum of one semester’s exception will be allowed to the student. The petition by the student to continue with an assistantship must be approved by the student's advisor, the PD, and the local Graduate Dean.

Academic probation status may result in the student not being approved for practicum until the student returns to good academic standing. A student on academic probation status for one semester may petition to enroll in a practicum for the next semester. A maximum of one semester’s exception will be allowed to the student. The petition by the student to enroll in a practicum must be approved by the student's advisor, the PD, and the local Graduate Dean.

Academic probation status will result in the student not being approved for doctoral internship until the student returns to good academic standing and meets all other requirements for internship application. No petition process for this circumstance is available.

**Failure to Make Adequate Progress Policy**

Faculty are committed to help students successfully complete the program in a timely manner. Likewise, students are expected to maintain full-time status and progress through the program.

Assuming a five-year plan, the program has a number of milestones to be met with the research portfolio being completed by the end of Year 2, the clinical portfolio and dissertation proposal defended by the end of Year 3, and community portfolio by the end of Year 4. Students are expected to apply for internship no later than fall of Year 4 in order to graduate in 5 years.

There may be times when students need to transition from full-time to part-time status due to life circumstances. Students must request approval from their PD in writing to change to part-time status in the program. Regardless of full or part-time status, students are still required to make adequate progress commensurate with their status.

The Annual Professional Development Reviews are used to track and document expected progress for degree completion. If milestones are not met within one year of expected timeline, the Failure to Make Adequate Policy will be implemented.

**Dissertation Progress**

Students are also required to make adequate progress on their dissertation when enrolling in dissertation credits. The committee chair will delineate those expectations with each student based on the research being conducted. Each semester, substantial gains must be made towards dissertation completion in order to continue registering for credits.

If the student is not making adequate progress, the following steps will be implemented to help the student:

**Step One: Preliminary Assessment & Plan**

The PD, advisor, and student will develop a revised program of study timeline that will be placed in the student file. The advisor will track the student's progress and will keep the PD informed.
If the timeline is not followed, a formal Failure to Make Progress Plan that includes a revised timeline will be developed.

**Step Two: Notification of Full Faculty**
If the preliminary plan was ineffective in helping the student make progress, the Ph.D. faculty will discuss the situation and will make an initial determination about whether the situation warrants further action under this policy. If the program faculty determines that formal action is not needed at this time, the PD, advisor, and student will develop an updated timeline to pursue. A copy of this revised timeline will be placed in the student file. The Annual Professional Development Review will indicate that the student is on a revised timeline for degree completion, and this review will be forwarded to the Graduate School.

**Step Three: Notification of the student**
If the Ph.D. faculty deems further action is warranted, the student will be notified of the full faculty decision to invoke a formal action.

**Step Four: Initiation of Formal Action**
The program’s Governance Committee, along with other relevant faculty members (i.e., student’s advisor), will evaluate the nature of the problem and will decide on a formal course of academic action, i.e. academic probation.

**Step Five: Determination of Remediation Plan or Need for Dismissal**
If a student’s progress is deemed inadequate in Step Four by the Governance Committee, the student will be informed in writing by their advisor and PD that they are on academic probation. At this point, the student must submit a formal Progress Plan that includes a timeline documenting a plan for achieving the relevant milestone(s) to the PD. This plan must be approved by the Governance Committee. Students may be dismissed from the program if they do not return to good academic standing (i.e., achieving the relevant milestone(s)) within two semesters of being placed on academic probation as determined by Governance Committee review.

If a student’s progress indicates initiation of a dismissal action, the student will be informed in writing of this decision from the advisor and PD. Students may respond to the pending dismissal action by petitioning the Governance Committee, but they must do so before the end of the semester in which the dismissal action was initiated. If they appeal, students should submit to the PD a formal Progress Plan that includes a timeline, supported by their advisor, detailing dates by which they intend to meet any unachieved milestone(s).

If the appeal is granted, the student's timeline for meeting milestone(s) will be evaluated by the Governance Committee at the end of the next semester. If progress is being made and deemed adequate by the Governance Committee, the student will be allowed to continue working toward program completion. If progress is deemed inadequate, dismissal will be pursued.

If the student does not appeal or the appeal is not granted, the Governance Committee will move forward with the student's dismissal from the program.
STUDENT IMPAIRMENT AND INCOMPETENCE POLICY

The Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology is committed to student success in the realms of academic competence and professional growth. The program is committed to assisting students with the integration of personal values, attitudes, and functioning by providing a learning environment that allows students to explore personal issues as they relate to professional functioning. As such, the program will assure that students have the necessary knowledge of issues that will support healthy academic and applied practical professional development. Specifically, the program will provide students with the following information:

1. relevant professional standards and guidelines, and appropriate avenues to discuss the implementations of such standards, with reminders to review this information regularly;
2. laws and regulations that govern the practice of psychology, and appropriate forums to discuss the implementations of such standards, with reminders to review this information regularly;
3. academic standards and policies of the program and universities, with reminders to review this information regularly;
4. regular evaluation of student progress and growth as professionals, including feedback about academic and applied practical performance; and
5. regular evaluation of student personal functioning as related to the delivery of professional services, including feedback about strengths and potential areas of concern.

Given the program’s commitment to student success and growth, responsibility for upholding academic and professional standards, and responsibility to protect the public and university, a strong policy for detecting and remediating student impairment and incompetence is important. This policy is focused on assuring student growth and development and has as its purpose the assurance of student success.

DEFINITIONS OF IMPAIRMENT AND INCOMPETENCE

Managing student difficulties with regard to conduct or performance is of particular importance in applied psychology programs that prepare students for work with individuals, families, groups, and communities. Graduates from such programs must be capable of providing services at a high level of quality and without personal barriers. In fact, unimpaired and competent practice is a core aspect of the ethical guidelines for practice stipulated by the American Psychological Association (APA). Specifically, the APA Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct (2002) require that psychologists meet standards of competence and are free of personal impediments that could impair professional performance based on generally accepted standards of care. It further indicates that training programs have the obligation to apply these standards of performance to students, requiring programs to take remedial action or initiate dismissals of students who do not meet performance standards. Training programs must address student incompetence and student impairment, whether such issues arise in academic, clinical, research, or other components of the program. Student incompetence and impairment are defined below.
Incompetence

Given the program’s requirement to assure high academic standards and to assure the protection of members of the public seeking services from program graduates, program officials must be rigorous in identifying and remedying inadequate student academic performance. Academic performance issues that may signal incompetence include, but are not limited to the following:

- failure to maintain minimum academic standards
- unsatisfactory performance in applied practice courses (e.g., practica, internship)
- unsatisfactory performance in assistantship (e.g., teaching, service or research)
- academic dishonesty or any other violation of the universities’ student codes of conduct
- failure to maintain regular or solicited contact with advisors and the core team (PDs and Program Coordinator)
- unethical practices and/or unprofessional conduct as specified in APA or state guidelines for ethical behavior

Impairment

Given the program’s value of helping students integrate personal and professional values, attitudes, and functioning, it is not surprising that impairment may be detected in the personal realm (as opposed to strict academic performance) of a student’s performance. Personal functioning and effectiveness are closely related to professional functioning and effectiveness, especially in the context of service delivery to individuals, families, groups, and communities. Personal difficulties that may result in impaired professional performance include, but are not limited to, the following:

- psychological adjustment problems and/or inappropriate emotional responses
- extreme personal/relationship difficulties
- emotional and mental disorders
- physical hardships, including substance abuse issues
- cognitive impairment due to injury or illness
- inappropriate management of personal stress or professional burnout
- inadequate level of self-directed professional development
- inappropriate use of and/or response to supervision or academic guidance
- problems with conduct in assistantship (e.g., teaching, service, or research)
- violations of civil rights or harassment violating federal, state, and program policies
- violations of any criminal laws

Incompetence or impairment may at times only reach the level of concern (as opposed to difficulty, which will be defined below). Concern refers to students' behaviors, attitudes, or characteristics that raise concern among faculty and may require remediation, but are perceived to be developmental in nature and likely to be resolved through ongoing education, mentoring,
and professional growth. **Incompetence** or **impairment** reach the level of a student **difficulty** that requires more severe intervention if they manifest in one of the following ways:

1) Students demonstrate inability and/or unwillingness to acquire and integrate professional standards into their repertoire of professional behavior.
2) Students demonstrate inability and/or unwillingness to acquire professional skills necessary to reach an acceptable level of competence.
3) Students demonstrate inability to control personal stress, psychological dysfunctions, and/or excessive emotional reactions that interfere with professional functioning.

Student difficulties are likely to result in at least one or more of the following characteristics:

1) The student does not acknowledge, understand, own, or address the problem when it is identified.
2) The difficulty is not merely a reflection of a skill deficit that can be rectified through an academic, didactic remediation plan, or additional practical experience.
3) The quality of academic or applied work conducted by the student is documented by a skilled supervisor to be negatively affected.
4) The difficulty affects at least two areas of professional functioning.
5) A disproportionate amount of faculty attention is required.
6) The student's behavior does not change as a function of feedback, remediation efforts, and/or time.
7) The problematic behavior has potential ethical or legal ramifications if not addressed.
8) The student's behavior negatively affects the public view of the training program or university.
9) The problematic behavior negatively affects other students in the training program.

**Identification of Impairment and Incompetence**

Management of student impairment or unacceptable academic performance must reflect awareness of and compliance with ethical and accreditation standards of the American Psychological Association and be consistent with other related program and university policies. Management of student impairment must also ensure due process for the student, including clear guidelines and procedures, as well as clearly articulated avenues of appeal for affected students (such as the ability to file grievances and dispute program decisions). Given these values, impairment and/or incompetence need to be identified and managed as early in a student’s training program as possible. This process requires several steps:

1) Routine formative and summative assessment of each student's performance and conduct (i.e., Annual Reviews).
2) Feedback based on these assessment throughout the academic year that acknowledges both strengths and weaknesses, along with recommendations for remediating weaknesses.
3) Written documentation of feedback that is placed in the student’s academic record at the time the student difficulty is discussed with the student and faculty.
4) Opportunity for the student to respond to feedback. The specifics of the ongoing assessment of students are provided elsewhere in the student handbook (refer to Annual Student Review, Advancement to Candidacy Review, Advancement to Internship Review, and the Research, Clinical, and Community Portfolios).
If the student assessment raises impairment or incompetence concerns, a supportive process of correction or remediation will be initiated. Throughout this process, the student will be treated with compassion, support, and dignity; further, the primary goal remains the desire to assist the student with completing program requirements successfully. Although it is preferable for impairment or incompetence to be dealt with through prevention or voluntary intervention; at times, the program may need to require a formal process of remediation. If remediation is not successful, student dismissal may be necessary. Given that remediation and dismissal are significant events for both the student and faculty, a formal process is necessary to assure that all parties are treated fairly, all procedures comply with ethical and policy guidelines relevant to the program, and students are accorded due process.

DEALING WITH IDENTIFIED INCOMPETENCE OR IMPAIRMENT

Once impairment or incompetence has been identified, a review process will be initiated that will protect students’ due process rights as well as the rights of faculty to uphold the academic and professional standards of the program and universities. The specific steps that need to be followed as part of the remediation and dismissal review process are outlined below. All of these steps will be carried out in collaboration with the relevant College and Graduate School Deans of the campus at which the student is resident. This collaboration will be consistent with policies outlined elsewhere for following campus-specific rules in cases of academic appeals or grievances, as outlined in the Ph.D. Program Student Handbook.

**Step One: Preliminary Assessment**

Any member of the program or psychology department faculty, clinical supervisors, students, clients, or professionals and agents outside the program or university community may initiate a concern of impairment or incompetence. All concerns of impairment or incompetence will be brought to the attention of the PD for discussion. This preliminary discussion will include the individual making the allegations, the PD, and any other relevant program faculty (e.g., the student’s academic advisor, student’s practicum supervisor). This group will make an initial determination about whether the situation warrants further action under this policy.

**Step Two: Preliminary Meeting of Student with Program Directors**

If appropriate, the PD will meet with the student after the initial report of concern is made to allow the student an opportunity to provide input into the situation. This meeting could also potentially provide more information for the full faculty meeting, if that meeting is deemed necessary.

**Step Three: Notification of Full Faculty**

If the group convened in Step One deems further action is warranted, the PD will inform the full Ph.D. faculty of the situation in an executive session of the next-scheduled faculty meeting. If the situation arises during a time when no faculty meetings are scheduled, a special meeting will be called. The core faculty will discuss the situation and will make an initial determination about whether the situation warrants further action under this policy.
Step Four: Notification of the Student
The PD will initiate a meeting with the student, the student’s advisor, the faculty member or other responsible party who (e.g., practicum supervisor) identified the concern, and any other relevant faculty person (e.g., research supervisor, practicum supervisor, dissertation committee members, as appropriate) to discuss the matter. This meeting will assess whether informal resolution is possible or whether formal action is required. During this meeting, the student will be informed of the concern that suggests impairment or incompetence. The student will also be informed of any proposed remedial or other action(s) deemed appropriate.

Informal Resolution: During this meeting, if appropriate, the PD may initially advise the student to seek an informal resolution of the concern with the reporting party. If informal resolution is desirable and deemed reasonable by all individuals present, the student will work with the reporting party and the concern will not be further addressed by the PD. The student and the reporting party will each individually inform the PD of the outcome of this action within 30 days. If the situation is resolved to the satisfaction of the student and the reporting party, no further action will be taken. If the student or reporting party report lack of resolution or if either party fails to report back to the PD, formal action will be initiated.

Step Five: Initiation of Formal Action
If informal methods at problem resolution are deemed inappropriate or attempts at informal resolution were ineffective, the program’s Governance Committee, along with other relevant faculty members (i.e., student’s advisor, the individual who initiated the concern), will evaluate the nature of the problem and will decide on a formal course of action. Depending on the nature of the allegations, a student's status in the program may be in immediate jeopardy and the goal of the review would then be for the committee to decide whether to retain or dismiss the student from the program.

The Governance Committee may invite any persons deemed to have relevant information to submit such information in person, telephonically or in writing prior to the meeting. The student will be given copies of all written materials under consideration in advance of the meeting. The student will be invited to attend this meeting (in person or telephonically) and to present testimony. In addition, the student may invite other individuals who have relevant testimony to present material to the committee. The student will provide the PD with a list of these individuals at least two days in advance of the scheduled meeting. The student has no right of cross examination. A student may have counsel present but counsel may not speak or advocate on behalf of the student.

Step Six: Determination of Remedial Plan or Need for Dismissal
Following the presentation of testimony and evidence, the Governance Committee and student’s advisor will convene to deliberate and arrive at a decision regarding the student's standing in the program. Other interested faculty may also be invited, based on their relationship with the student (e.g., ANCAP faculty, assistantship supervisor). This decision may result in either (a) retention of the student in good standing, (b) a judgment to allow the student to continue in the program on not-in-good-standing status until specified remedial conditions are met, or (c) immediate dismissal of the student from the program. The decision of the Governance
Committee and student’s advisor shall be a collegial decision through reason and judgment of the committee. The decision shall not be subject to civil or criminal standards of proof.

If it is determined necessary to refer the student for psychological assessment or psychotherapy, the referral will be made to a qualified psychologist who has no personal or professional connection with the Ph.D. Program in Clinical-Community Psychology. A list of at least three acceptable referral choices will be made available to the student who will be allowed to make the final choice. Any costs incurred as part of the remedial plan are the responsibility of the student.

If the student documents financial constraints impeding the ability to bear the cost of the remediation plan, the parties may negotiate a compromise that is acceptable and meets the spirit of the original plan. All recommendations will be specified in writing.

**Step Seven: Formal Notification of the Student**

Following completion of the Governance Committee and the student’s advisor's decision-making, the student will be notified in writing of the committee's decision. Written documentation will specify what, if any, conditions must be satisfied by the student to maintain good standing within the program. The Governance Committee may delegate responsibility for written documentation and notification of the student to the individual deemed best suited by the committee to provide this feedback to the student. However, the default is for the PD and the student’s advisor to meet jointly with the student to deliver the written feedback.

If a student wishes to appeal the outcome of the committee’s decision, he or she should refer to Chapter 09.03 of Board of Regents’ policy and regulations, and the official policy of the applicable major administrative unit (“MAU”). For UAF’s policy, see “Academic Decisions other than Grades” and for UAA’s policy see “Procedures for Resolving Disputes Regarding Denial of Admission to or Dismissal from a Program of Study for Academic Reason” under for proper procedure for appeal of academic decisions. In the event that MAU policy and Board of Regents’ policy or regulation conflict, Board of Regents’ policy and regulation shall control.

**Step Eight: Review of the Remediation Plan**

In the event the Governance Committee recommends a remediation plan for a student, the Governance Committee and the student’s advisor will meet at the end of the agreed-upon time for remediation to assess the success of the plan; the student will be notified in writing of the committee’s assessment and decision. The Governance Committee will determine at this time whether the student should be retained in the program. To determine the student’s fitness to remain in the program, the Governance Committee and student’s advisor may require the student to authorize the Governance Committee and student’s advisor to obtain any and all records relating to the alleged mental and/or physical condition, including that individual’s personal medical, psychiatric and/or psychological records. If at any point during this process, the student fails to comply with any of the requirements of the evaluation, rehabilitation or remediation, the student may be dismissed from the program without regard to academic standing, status of research, or any other consideration.
**Student Refusal of the Remediation Plan**

The student may elect to resign from the program without submitting to the specified remediation plan, psychological assessment, the leave of absence, or other recommendations. In such a case, the student will be informed in writing that re-admittance to the program at any future time is not guaranteed. A copy of that letter will be placed in the student’s confidential file. The student will be designated as having resigned from the program while not in good standing.

**Policy for Performance-Based Feedback**

Faculty performance-based feedback to students regarding their coursework is essential for students’ academic and professional development. This written feedback will be constructive and formative and be timely enough to allow students to receive ongoing feedback about their progress toward meeting course expectations and requirements. This feedback will be detailed enough for students to understand strengths and limitations of the coursework, as well as avenues for remediation in future coursework. The timeliness and comprehensiveness of the feedback should be commensurate with the nature and requirements of the coursework. Except under exceptional circumstances, feedback for all coursework should be provided to students no later than by the time final grades are submitted.

**Policy for Assistantship Performance Feedback**

Supervisor performance-based feedback to students regarding their assistantship is essential for students’ academic and professional development. This written feedback will be constructive and formative and be timely enough to allow students to receive ongoing feedback about their progress toward meeting assistantship expectations and requirements. This feedback will be detailed enough for students to understand strengths and limitations of the each area being evaluated, as well as avenues for remediation. The timeliness and comprehensiveness of the feedback should be commensurate with the nature and requirements of the assistantship. Except under exceptional circumstances, feedback for all assistantships should be provided to students no later than by the end of the assistantship term. A signed copy of each completed Assistantship Performance Review Form will be kept in each student’s graduate file.

**Problems or Concerns with Assistantship Performance**

The student's assistantship supervisor serves as the initial point of contact for problems or concerns regarding the student. If the problem or concern pertains to student performance or conduct, the student would be provided with immediate written feedback via the Assistantship Evaluation Form. If necessary, a remediation plan will be developed and implemented by the supervisor, in consultation with the PD. Following the implementation of the remediation plan, the student will be provided written feedback on the extent to which corrective actions have or have not been successful. Should the problem or concern persist, the Dean(s) or appropriate University administrators will determine what university entities (e.g., HR, Dean of Students) will be involved for resolution.
**Annual Performance Review**

Students are required to meet frequently with their advisor. At the end of each academic year, students will meet with their academic advisor to discuss and review their written annual professional development. First year students will receive mid-year evaluations near the end of the Fall semester or beginning of Spring semester. If concerns arise about a student’s academic performance and professionalism, an event-driven review may occur to rectify the concerns. This feedback should be constructive and formative and be timely enough to allow students to receive ongoing feedback about their progress toward meeting program expectations and requirements. This feedback should be detailed enough for students to understand strengths and opportunities to improve within each area being evaluated, as well as avenues for remediation. The review will indicate whether students are making satisfactory progress towards their degree. A signed copy of each completed review will be kept in each student’s graduate file.

**Serious Misconduct or Dereliction of Duty**

There could be rare circumstances in which a student’s continued participation in coursework, practicum, and assistantships is impossible due to serious misconduct or dereliction of duty. Should the faculty, practicum supervisor, or assistantship supervisor believe that such circumstances exist, he or she will immediately notify the PD and together they will: (a) make any required reports to campus authorities, such as the Title IX Coordinator; (b) take any necessary steps to prevent further misconduct, which could for example require exclusion from specific areas, unless that is being undertaken by other responsible parties such as the Title IX Office; and (c) contact the Deans at both UAA and UAF (as appropriate) to explain the circumstances. Any decision to terminate the student’s activities in these circumstances will be made by agreement of at least:

- For students admitted prior to Fall 2017: three of the four individuals (the supervisor, PD, and two Deans), or two of three individuals if the PD is the supervisor.
- For students admitted after Fall 2017: two of the three individuals (the supervisor, PD, and Dean)

In these circumstances, the appeals process beginning at the faculty level may be pursued by the student if he or she waives confidentiality rights. Otherwise, the student may pursue the appeal process beginning at the PD level. If the student is not withdrawn, dismissed or terminated, a remediation plan will be implemented as warranted by the outcome of the investigation. Nothing in this policy relieves the supervisor, PD, or Dean(s) from required institutional reporting of misconduct, such as situations pertaining to Title IX. In any case that is referred to the student discipline process at UAA or UAF, the responsible campus will pursue that process to conclusion unilaterally, and the student’s rights of appeal to student discipline are limited to those specified in Board of Regents Policy and University Regulation. Student discipline policies and processes are defined in UA-wide Regents’ Policy and University Regulation, and so apply uniformly to all UA students irrespective of location.
RETENTION AND REVIEW OF STUDENT FILES

Student advising records are maintained as active files until graduation, at which time they will be transferred to a separate but equally secure location and kept for five years. Students can see the full program policy on Student Records located in the Policies & Procedure Manual.

Students have the right to review the contents of their own Student Advising File with the exception of individual faculty portfolio competency review rating forms and letters of recommendation. If a student wishes to review their student file, they can submit a written request to the Program Coordinator. The student will review the file in the presence of the Program Coordinator and may not remove any materials from the file.

PSYCHOLOGY PH.D. PROGRAM ALCOHOL POLICY

ALCOHOL USE DURING CULTURAL EXPERIENCE AND CULTURAL ORIENTATION

Because of the strong and mixed feelings about alcohol use within the Alaska Native community, all participants are expected to refrain from the use of alcohol or illicit drugs for the duration of a cultural experience or cultural orientation. This includes the entire period of time from the beginning of the event until the conclusion of the event, even if there are times when the event is not formally in session.

ALCOHOL USE DURING DEPARTMENT–SPONSORED EVENTS

All participants are expected to refrain from the use of alcohol or illicit drugs during department-sponsored events. This expectation does not include social events. One way to distinguish department-sponsored events from social events is to determine whether the group is working from an agenda and taking minutes. If there is an agenda and minutes, the meeting is clearly a department-sponsored event.

GRIEVANCES AND ACADEMIC APPEALS

Up to this point, the handbook has dealt primarily with dissatisfaction on the part of the faculty with a student's ethics, academic or professional behavior; however, it may also be the case that students will have a concern about these issues with a faculty or staff member. If so, there are steps that students can take to deal with the problem. Specifically, students may file an academic complaint or a grievance. These processes require a certain protocol to be followed, and they are outlined below.

All students have the right to appeal academic actions, such as grades or dismissals from the program. Because we hope any concerns can be addressed to the student’s satisfaction at the most informal level possible, we encourage the student to first to seek out the faculty member and try to gain some resolution to the problem. If this step is not satisfactory, we encourage the student to contact the PD as your next step. Whenever possible, the PD will attempt to resolve the situation between the student and the faculty member. If resolution is not possible at this level, we encourage the student to make a formal appeal as outlined in the appeals policies. It is
important to note, however, that students have the right to make a direct appeal to the Graduate School Dean at any time, without first discussing matters with the faculty member or the PD.

Grievances and appeals start at the campus of residence of the faculty member named in the grievance or appeal or at the campus of residence of the student if the grievance or appeal does not pertain to a particular faculty member. The university has established procedures for reviewing various types of student complaints, grievances, and appeals. For a complete guide to these procedures, students should refer to Regents policy and regulation.

**Complaints and Grievances about Doctoral Students**

Reports (by faculty, staff, or peers) of students exhibiting unprofessional behavior will be brought to the attention of their advisor or PD and a meeting will be arranged. If the issue cannot be resolved at that level, the advisor or PD will review the Student Impairment and Incompetence Policy in the Student Handbook with the student and follow the procedures contained therein.

**Doctoral Student Complaints and Grievances Involving Doctoral Faculty**

Student reports of faculty exhibiting unprofessional behavior will be brought to the attention of that faculty member in order to resolve the concern at the lowest level possible first. This step may be taken by the student directly addressing it with the faculty member or, if necessary, the student’s PD may do so. If this matter cannot be resolved informally the University’s formal policy will be invoked. UAA students should visit the UAA Dean of Students, Student Complaint Dispute Procedures and Resources website and UAF students should visit the UAF Dean of Students website.

* See P&P for faculty designations (core, associated, other contributors)

Both UAF and UAA policies require that Department Heads (Director or Chair) must be involved in formal conflict resolution with students. Therefore, for teach-out students (regardless of campus of residence), the UAF Department Chair will be involved in all conflict resolutions. The doctoral program will follow local grievance and conflict resolution procedures, which dictate that Department Heads on the relevant campus deal with such situations. When doctoral students and doctoral faculty are involved in a grievable or conflict situation, the Department Head will seek the input and assistance of the Ph.D. Governance Committee. The Ph.D. Governance Committee consists of the PD, Department Head (both for students admitted prior to Fall 2017), and one faculty member. The PD will collaborate with the Department Head(s) to seek resolution. All formal paperwork will be completed by the Department Head and will be copied to the PD.

**Grievances and Academic Appeals at UAF**

See “Appeal of Academic Decisions” section of the UAF Catalog. Formal appeals must be made in writing. The University Registrar, Dean of Enrollment Management, Dean of Student Affairs or Dean of the Graduate School can give advice and answers to questions about the process. In a
written statement, students should explain what they wish to appeal, why they are appealing and how they have attempted to resolve the issue. If possible, propose solutions and compromises.

**UAA Student Complaint & Dispute Procedures and Resources**

The University of Alaska Anchorage is committed to providing a quality educational experience for all students. This includes ensuring that students have access to the appropriate resources for registering formal complaints. For further information go to the UAA Dean of Students website.

**Notice of Nondiscrimination**

The University of Alaska does not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, citizenship, age, sex, physical or mental disability, status as a protected veteran, marital status, changes in marital status, pregnancy, childbirth or related medical conditions, parenthood, sexual orientation, gender identity, political affiliation or belief, genetic information, or other legally protected status.

When implementing this commitment, the University is guided by Title VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Civil Rights Act of 1991; Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972; Executive Order 11246, and Executive Order 11375, as amended; Equal Pay Act of 1963; Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 and Age Discrimination Act of 1975; Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974; Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990; the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act of 2008; Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008; Pregnancy Discrimination Act; Immigration Reform & Control Act; Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and other federal laws or Alaska Statutes which guarantee equal opportunity to individuals and protected classes within our society.

The University's commitment to nondiscrimination, including against sex discrimination, applies to students, employees, and applicants for admission and employment.

This policy therefore affects employment policies and actions, as well as the delivery of educational services at all levels and facilities of the University. Further, the University's objective of ensuring equal opportunity will be met by taking affirmative action: i.e., making intensified, goal-oriented efforts to substantially increase the participation of groups where their representation is less than proportionate to their availability; providing reasonable accommodations to employees and students with disabilities; and ensuring that employment opportunities are widely disseminated to agencies and organizations that serve underrepresented protected classes.
The following person has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the nondiscrimination policies:

**University of Alaska Anchorage**  
Director, Office of Equity and Compliance  
3211 Providence Drive  
Anchorage, AK 99508  
Phone: 907-786-4680  
E-mail: uaa_oecc@alaska.edu  
Website: [https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/about/equity-and-compliance/](https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/about/equity-and-compliance/)

**University of Alaska Fairbanks**  
Director of Diversity and Equal Opportunity  
739 Columbia Circle  
PO Box 756910  
Fairbanks, AK 99775-6910  
Phone: 907-747-7300  
E-mail: uaf-deo@alaska.edu  
Website: [http://www.uaf.edu/oeo/](http://www.uaf.edu/oeo/)

**University of Alaska Southeast**  
Director of Human Resources  
11066 Auke Lake Way  
Juneau, Alaska 99801  
Phone: 907-796-6473  
E-mail: gcheney@alaska.edu  
Website: [http://uas.alaska.edu/hr](http://uas.alaska.edu/hr)

For sex discrimination claims or other inquiries concerning the application of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and its implementing regulations, individuals may contact the University’s Title IX Coordinator or the Assistant Secretary in the U.S. Department of Education Office of Civil Rights

**UAA Title IX Coordinator**  
3890 University Lake Drive, Suite 108, Anchorage, AK 99508  
Phone: 907-786-4680  
E-Mail: uaa_titleix@uaa.alaska.edu  
Website: [www.uaa.alaska.edu/about/equity-and-compliance/](http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/about/equity-and-compliance/)

**UAF Title IX Coordinator**  
739 Columbia Cr., Fairbanks, AK 99775  
Phone: 907-747-7300  
E-Mail: uaf-titleix@alaska.edu  
http://www.uaf.edu/titleix/

**UAS Title IX Coordinator**  
3900 University Lake Way, Juneau, AK 99801  
Phone: 907-796-6036  
E-Mail: uas_titleix@alaska.edu  
http://www.uas.alaska.edu/policies/titleix.html

For employment or educational discrimination, students, parents, employees and applicants for employment may file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education within 180 calendar days of the alleged discriminatory act.

**Office for Civil Rights, Seattle Office**  
U.S. Department of Education  
915 Second Ave., Room 3310  
Seattle, WA 98104-1061  
Phone: 800-669-4000  
Fax: 800-669-6911  
TTY: 800-669-6820  
Website: [http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/howto.html](http://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/howto.html)

For employment discrimination, employees and applicants for employment may file a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission at the below addresses within 180 calendar days of the alleged discriminatory act.

**Equal Employment Opportunity Commission**  
Federal Office Building  
909 First Avenue  
Suite 400  
Seattle, WA 98104-1061  
Phone: 800-669-4000  
Fax: 206-220-6911  
TTY: 800-669-6820  
Website: [http://www.eeoc.gov/employees/charge.cfm](http://www.eeoc.gov/employees/charge.cfm)

For educational discrimination, individuals may file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Justice

**U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division**  
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.  
Educational Opportunities Section, PHB  
Washington, D.C. 20530  
Phone: 202-514-4092 or 1-877-292-3804 (toll-free)  
Fax: 202-514-8337

Part Six: Relevant Program and University Policies
Part Six: Relevant Program and University Policies

For employment or educational discrimination, individuals may file a complaint with the State of Alaska:

**Alaska State Human Rights Commission**
800 A Street, Suite 204
Anchorage, AK 99501-3669
Anchorage Area: 907-274-4692
Anchorage Area TTY/TDD: 907-276-3177
Toll-Free Complaint Hot Line (in-state only): 800-478-4692
TTY/TDD Toll-Free Complaint Hot Line (in-state only): 800-478-3177
Website: www.humanrights.alaska.gov

For discrimination related to a Department of Labor funded grant, individuals may file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Labor within 180 calendar days of the alleged discriminatory act.

**U.S. Department of Labor**
ATTENTION: Office of External Enforcement
Director, Civil Rights Center
200 Constitution Avenue, NW
Room N-4123
Washington, DC 20210
Fax: 202-693-6505, ATTENTION: Office of External Enforcement (limit of 15 pages)
E-mail: CRCExternalComplaints@dol.gov
Website: http://www.dol.gov/oasam/programs/crc/index.htm

For discrimination related to a National Science Foundation funded grant, individuals may file a complaint with the National Science Foundation within 180 calendar days of the alleged discriminatory act.

**National Science Foundation**
Complaints Adjudication & Compliance Manager
Office of Diversity & Inclusion (ODI)
4201 Wilson Blvd., Rm. 255
Arlington, VA 22230
Phone: 703-292-8020
E-mail: tissley@nsf.gov
Website: http://www.nsf.gov/od/odi/
PART SEVEN: APPENDICES

OPTION TO PURSUE THE M.S. DEGREE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

The option to pursue the UAA MS degree in Clinical Psychology is completely voluntary for doctoral students. Doctoral students who choose to pursue the MS degree option will receive additional clinical training that will increase their range of opportunities as practicum students, predoctoral interns, and employees. Students who complete the additional requirements necessary to obtain the MS degree will become eligible to apply for licensure in Alaska as a Licensed Psychological Associate or (with additional course work) as a Licensed Professional Counselor.

Applicants invited to participate in the personal interview for the Ph.D. program will at that time be asked if they would like to pursue the MS degree. Applicants interested in obtaining the MS degree while en route to the doctorate will complete the UAA Application for Admission and pay the admission fee for the MS Degree. The program coordinator will hold on to the applications for admission until the PhD Admissions Committee extends offers of admission and receives the confirmation from the student that they accept the offer of admission to the Ph.D. program.

Through the MS degree option, doctoral students can work toward receiving this master’s degree as early as by the end of their third year in the doctoral program. Students opting to pursue this additional degree will need to:

- work with the Program Coordinator in submitting a Graduate Academic Petition for the equivalent courses taken as part of the Ph.D. program that will count towards the MS Degree.
- apply for graduation by submitting the Application for Graduation via UAOnline, following the UAA graduation application deadlines, and successfully complete the following courses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Number</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSY A602</td>
<td>Native Ways of Knowing</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A604</td>
<td>Biological Bases of Behavior</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A611</td>
<td>Ethics &amp; Professional Practice</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A612</td>
<td>Human Development in a Cultural Context</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A622</td>
<td>Multicultural Psychopathology</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A623</td>
<td>Intervention I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A629</td>
<td>Intervention II</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A632</td>
<td>Community Psychology Across Cultures</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A639</td>
<td>Research Methods</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A652</td>
<td>Practicum Placement: Clinical I</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A653</td>
<td>Practicum Placement: Clinical II</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A679</td>
<td>Multicultural Psychological Assessment I</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSY A640</td>
<td>Substance Abuse: Etiology, Treatment and Assessment</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APA Ethical Guidelines & State of Alaska Psychologist Statutes

The American Psychological Association has formulated a set of ethical guidelines for its members, and all students enrolled in the Ph.D. program must adhere to these principles. It is your responsibility to ensure you are quite familiar with these guidelines. The Ethical Principles of Psychologists address professional responsibility, competence, moral and legal standards, public statements, confidentiality, welfare of the consumer, professional relationships, assessment techniques, and research with human and animal participants. A complete copy of the guidelines can be found at the end of this Appendix 7 of the handbook.

In addition to the Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct, students need to ensure familiarity with relevant State of Alaska statutes and regulations for psychologists.

Student Organizations

Students can foster their own professional development via several routes, including joining professional organizations that interface with the psychological community, joining associations that focus on academic curricula, or choosing to run for an elected office within a representative student body that influences local policies.

Student Associations and Honor Societies

American Psychological Association of Graduate Students (APAGS)

APAGS is designed to: 1) promote high standards in the teaching, training, and practice of psychology in order to further the education and development of all students involved in the study of psychology; 2) represent, as well as facilitate the exchange of information and ideas among students from all specialties of psychology; 3) promote graduate student leadership by offering opportunities to participate in a national organization; and 4) establish and maintain channels of communication between APAGS and schools, universities, training centers, and other members of the psychological community. Membership is available to those who are currently graduate students or post-doctoral fellows in psychology. As long as you are a member of APA, you are automatically a member of APAGS. Members must pay an annual fee and agree to conform to the APA Code of Ethics.

Psi Chi National Honor Society in Psychology

Psi Chi is a prestigious organization that offers membership in the national organization through the local University of Alaska Anchorage chapter. The purpose of Psi Chi is to encourage, stimulate, and maintain scholarship in psychology and to advance the science of psychology. To achieve these goals, Psi Chi offers a wide range of programs locally, regionally, and nationally. The local chapter programs are designed to augment and enhance the regular curriculum, afford opportunities for members to use their talents in roles that are meaningful, and promote interaction among fellow members, faculty, and other psychologists.
Membership is available to students and faculty whose academic concentration is in the field of psychology. Students who have attained and maintained a GPA of 3.0 overall are eligible to join. Because Psi Chi is an honor society it does not have open membership. Rather, membership depends upon invitation.

**Professional Organizations that Offer Student Memberships**

There are a number of professional organizations that accept student members, which can serve as an excellent introduction to the professional psychology field. Student members usually receive an organizational newsletter, discounts for journal subscriptions and books, and reduced rates for convention attendance.

**American Psychological Association (APA)**

Based in Washington, DC, the American Psychological Association (APA) is a scientific and professional organization that represents psychology in the United States. With 150,000 members, APA is the largest association of psychologists worldwide. Student affiliates get many benefits of full membership, including the Monitor on Psychology, gradPSYCH — the magazine for graduate students, special services, and substantial discounts on APA products, including APA's premiere line of electronic products. In addition to general membership, APA has 56 divisions that focus on specialty areas that may be of particular interest to students.

**American Psychological Association of Graduate Students (APAGS) (Also listed above)**

APAGS is the voice of student concerns within the APA. Graduate students who join APA, automatically become members of APAGS. APAGS offers all its members enormous opportunities to enhance their development towards a career in psychology and to shape the future of the discipline. From at home access to research tools like PsycINFO, to opportunities to present your work at APA's annual conventions, membership in APA/APAGS will help you succeed in graduate school and develop as a member of the psychological community.

**Alaska Psychological Association (AK-PA)**

The mission of AK-PA is to advance psychology as a science, a profession, and a means for promoting human welfare in Alaska. AK-PA offers all its members an opportunity to be involved in how the field of psychology develops and is represented in Alaska, legislative lobbying to protect your interests as a Psychological Professional in Alaska, discounts for AK-PA sponsored Continuing Education events in Alaska

**American Psychological Association (APA)**

Benefits: Free subscriptions to *APA Monitor* and *American Psychologist*, reduced rates for books and journals, membership in American Psychological Association of Graduate Students (APAGS)

**American Psychological Society (APS)**

Benefits: Free subscriptions to *APS Observer*, *Psychological Science*
ASSOCIATION FOR BEHAVIORAL AND COGNITIVE THERAPIES (ABCT)
Benefits: Free subscription to The Behavior Therapist, student resources (e.g. getting an internship, postdoc, job, graduate mentorship directory, student award program, and graduate student research grant)

SOCIETY OF BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE
Benefits: Subscriptions to Annals of Behavioral Medicine and Translational Behavioral Medicine: Practice, Policy, Research, Journal of Behavioral Medicine, International Journal of Behavioral Medicine, and Journal of Behavioral Health Services and Research; Discount registration rate at SBM Annual Meeting; Eligibility for SBM Achievement Awards; Membership in the International Society of Behavioral Medicine; special interest groups and listservs; Expert Consultation Service; Searchable Membership Directory; and Opportunities to interact with leading specialists in behavioral medicine.

SOCIETY FOR PERSONALITY ASSESSMENT
Benefits: Free subscription to the Journal of Personality Assessment and SPA's quarterly newsletter, the SPA Exchange

SOCIETY FOR COMMUNITY RESEARCH AND ACTION (SCRA)
Benefits: Free subscription to the Community Psychologist, American Journal of Community Psychology, an reduced rate to the Journal of Prevention and Intervention in the Community.

SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY RESEARCH (SPR)
Benefits: Free subscription to the Journal Psychotherapy Research

WESTERN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION (WPA)
Benefits: Quarterly newsletter
SUMMARY OF FORMAL PROCEDURES/PAPERWORK FOR ASSURING MILESTONES

DISCLOSURES AND CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK

Applicants must complete a criminal background check during the application process to the Ph.D. Program. The Identify History Summary must be submitted by students invited to a personal interview at least two weeks prior to the interview. Failure to submit the required first background check will result in non-admission to the program.

This criminal background check requirement has been established because agencies where students will complete clinical learning experiences (such as practica and internships) routinely require such documentation for all students placed with them. Having the Identity History Summary on file with the Ph.D. Program will prevent practicum placement delays or other problems.

The required national-level criminal background check must be initiated and completed by the applicant through the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The Ph.D. Program will not accept a copy of a background check performed by another agency. Questions or concerns regarding the criminal background check requirements can be taken to the Program Coordinator or PD.

In addition to completing the criminal background check, students must complete annual disclosure statements. The first disclosure statement must accompany the student’s application to the Ph.D. program; all subsequent disclosure statements must be filed with the Program Coordinator by the first day of classes during each fall semester in the program.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS WORKSHEET

Students should work with their advisors each year to ensure that they are taking the correct courses and to plan a sequence of program milestones. The Ph.D. Program has a Program Requirements Worksheet that should be completed initially by the Program Coordinator and student. The student and the faculty advisor will review and update during advising sessions. A copy should be retained by the student and in the student’s graduate file.

The program also has a Program Requirements Worksheet for students entering the program who graduated from the UAA MS in Clinical Psychology Program. While the worksheet has courses removed as requirements for the doctoral program, this is not guaranteed and is made on a case-by-case basis.

The Program Requirement Worksheet is a working document and subject to revision as students’ progress thru the Ph.D. Program. The Program Requirement Worksheet be used as a basis for completing the Application for Advancement to Candidacy (see below for further information.)

Students pursuing the MS degree will have to work with Program Coordinator to submit the required paperwork to Enrollment Services for processing. When the student is ready, the UAA
Application for Graduation (via UAOnline) for the MS degree should be submitted following the UAA graduation application deadline. If students do indeed graduate with the master’s degree from UAA, the Application for Advancement to Candidacy will then outline only the remaining Ph.D. credits (i.e., courses taken beyond the master’s degree) that are required and submitted to the Graduate School.

**Policy for Performance-Based Feedback**

Faculty performance-based feedback to students regarding their coursework is essential for students’ academic and professional development. This feedback should be constructive and formative and be timely enough to allow students to receive ongoing feedback about their progress toward meeting course expectations and requirements. This feedback should be detailed enough for students to understand strengths and limitations of the coursework, as well as avenues for remediation in future coursework. The timeliness and comprehensiveness of the feedback should be commensurate with the nature and requirements of the coursework. Except under exceptional circumstances, feedback for all coursework should be provided to students no later than by the time final grades are submitted.

**Policy for Assistantship Performance Feedback**

Supervisor performance-based feedback to students regarding their assistantship is essential for students’ academic and professional development. This feedback will be constructive and formative and be timely enough to allow students to receive ongoing feedback about their progress toward meeting assistantship expectations and requirements. This feedback will be detailed enough for students to understand strengths and limitations of each area being evaluated, as well as avenues for remediation. The timeliness and comprehensiveness of the feedback should be commensurate with the nature and requirements of the assistantship. Except under exceptional circumstances, feedback for all assistantships should be provided to students no later than by the end of the assistantship term. A signed copy of each completed Assistantship Performance Review Form will be kept in each student’s graduate file.

**Problems or Concerns with Assistantship Performance**

The student's assistantship supervisor serves as the initial point of contact for problems or concerns regarding the student. If the problem or concern pertains to student performance or conduct, the student would be provided with immediate written feedback via the Assistantship Evaluation Form. If necessary, a remediation plan will be developed and implemented by the supervisor, in consultation with the PD. Following the implementation of the remediation plan, the student will be provided written feedback on the extent to which corrective actions have or have not been successful. Should the problem or concern persist, the Dean(s) or appropriate University administrators will determine what university entities (e.g., HR, Dean of Students) will be involved for resolution.
**ANNUAL PERFORMANCE REVIEW**

Students are required to meet frequently with their advisor. At the end of each academic year, students will meet with their academic advisor to discuss and review their written annual professional development. First year students will receive mid-year evaluations near the end of the Fall semester or beginning of Spring semester. If concerns arise about a student’s academic performance and professionalism, an event-driven review may occur to rectify the concerns. This feedback should be constructive and formative and be timely enough to allow students to receive ongoing feedback about their progress toward meeting program expectations and requirements. This feedback should be detailed enough for students to understand strengths and opportunities to improve within each area being evaluated, as well as avenues for remediation. The review will indicate whether students are making satisfactory progress towards their professional development, competencies, and their degree. A signed copy of each completed review will be kept in each student’s graduate file.

**FERPA Release for Practicum Placement Information Exchange**

To conform to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), students placed at a community setting for practicum might be asked to furnish education records, including criminal background check, immunization records, first aid/CPR certification and any other personally identifiable information. A copy of the FERPA Release Form may be completed by the student and submitted to the Program Coordinator to release the required information to the specified clinical site.

**CLINICAL PRACTICUM EVALUATION**

The Clinical Practicum Evaluation was designed to show step-wise progress toward the clinical portfolio; as such, students are required to get their supervisors evaluations twice a semester (mid-semester and end-of-semester). The evaluation will be based on the current level of progress and competence in the practicum site. A signed copy of each completed Clinical Practicum Evaluation Form will be kept in each student’s graduate file.

**COMMUNITY PRACTICUM EVALUATION**

The Community Practicum Evaluation was designed to show progress toward the community portfolio; as such, students are required to get their supervisors evaluations twice a semester (mid-semester and end-of-semester). The evaluation will be based on the current level of progress and competence in the practicum site. A signed copy of each completed Community Practicum Evaluation Form will be kept in each student’s graduate file.

**COMPREHENSIVE EXAMS/COMPETENCY PORTFOLIOS**

The university and the program require that students pass a comprehensive exam before being able to advance to candidacy. The program defines the comprehensive exam as being met through passing the required competency portfolios. All portfolios must be met for the
comprehensive exam to be fully passed. Passing one portfolio qualifies the student for a conditional pass on the comprehensive exam, which is sufficient for advancement to candidacy. As soon as one portfolio is passed or conditionally passed, the paperwork is filed to indicate a conditional pass on the comprehensive exam (listing the non-completed portfolios and any remaining requirements on a conditionally passed portfolio as the conditions for a full pass). Once all three portfolios have been fully passed, the comprehensive exam paperwork is filed indicated a full pass. Students can only graduate after the comprehensive exam paperwork for a full pass has been filed with the resident graduate school.

Students must submit three competency portfolios, a Research Portfolio, a Clinical Portfolio, and a Community Portfolio. Students are required to complete and submit their Research Portfolio prior to enrolling in dissertation credits. The guidelines for the competency portfolios are specified Part 3: Doctoral Student of this handbook.

The rating forms (which will be used by faculty rating the portfolio) for the competency portfolios are also on-line. Portfolios must be submitted electronically to the Program Coordinator.

**Advancement to Candidacy**

Advancement to candidacy formally establishes students’ specific degree requirements. Students are eligible to advance to candidacy after they have met the following criteria as per the UAF and UAA candidacy requirements:

1. Completed the full time equivalent of two academic years of graduate study.
2. Completed at least 9 UAA or UAF credits.
3. Received approval of the Graduate Study Plan.
4. Obtained approval of the advisory committee for the title and synopsis of the thesis.
5. Having passed the Research Portfolio qualifies the student for a conditional pass on the comprehensive exam, which is sufficient for the application for advancement to candidacy and is required to enroll in dissertation credits.

A finalized *Program Requirements Worksheet* should be used as a basis for completing the campus of residence *Application for Advancement to Candidacy*.

When submitting the Application for Advancement to Candidacy form students should indicate the Research Portfolio, Clinical Portfolio, and the Community Portfolio as the subject areas examined on comprehensive exam form.

Any and all changes subsequent to filing an official *Advancement to Candidacy* form for the student’s program will require the student to submit a campus of residence *Graduate Student Petition* form to amend the *Advancement to Candidacy*. 
**Dissertation Forms**

An excellent dissertation workbook is available at the [UAF Graduate School](https://www.uaf.edu/graduate) website or at the [UAA Graduate School](https://www.uaa.alaska.edu/graduate) website.

Once students have selected their committee members, they must file the campus of residence Appointment form to officially appoint their committee. Every time the student makes a change to the composition of the dissertation committee, this form must be revised and refilled. The student should always work with the Program Coordinator when filing this form as a copy must be retained in the student’s graduate file.

A **Dissertation Proposal Checklist** and **Thesis Formatting Checklist** must be completed by the student and dissertation chair before disseminating the completed proposal to the dissertation committee in order to schedule the proposal defense meeting. After defending the dissertation proposal, the dissertation chair in consultation with the committee will submit a Report on Dissertation Proposal Defense, outlining the committee’s decision and the approval of initiation of IRB process. If revisions are required, the report will list in detail all the revisions required in order to pass the proposal defense. **Revisions must be submitted within three months.** If the proposal did not Pass Without Revisions, additional Proposal Defense Forms need to be completed and signed by all committee members once revisions have been made until such time that a Pass without Revision is achieved by the student.

The Ph.D. program has approval from the Graduate Schools on the formatting of the title page; see program website for sample.

Before presenting and defending the final dissertation draft, the student must submit a Request for an Outside Examiner form from the [UAF](https://www.uaf.edu) or [UAA](https://www.uaa.alaska.edu) Graduate School at least two weeks before the presentation.

After presenting and defending the final dissertation draft, the student must submit their campus of residence Report on Dissertation Defense and a Dissertation Approval Form.

The [UAF](https://www.uaf.edu) and [UAA](https://www.uaa.alaska.edu) Graduate Schools have additional documents that need to be submitted in with the final draft of the dissertation, please visit your home campus website for up-to-date information on submission requirements.

- Complete the Electronic Dissertation Submittal Process
- Copy of UAF Publishing Agreement Form (UAF students only)
- 50-word version of abstract (sent via e-mail)
- Survey of Earned Doctorates (SED)
- .pdf copy of dissertation (final draft version)
- UAF students must complete the [online exit survey](https://www.uaf.edu). Be sure to follow the directions on the last page.
All of the above documents must be submitted at the same time as the final draft of the dissertation. Documents that must be emailed should be sent to their respective graduate schools.

After receiving the corrections required by the Graduate School, students must submit:

- Final, corrected version the dissertation (.pdf).
- Any additional materials (up to 1,000MB total).
- Once submitted, the Graduate School approve the dissertation for publishing.

For further information on the Dissertation Requirements or help with writing and formatting the dissertation visit the UAA or UAF Graduate School website.

**ADVANCEMENT TO INTERNSHIP**

Students must pass the research portfolio and clinical portfolio and at least conditionally pass their dissertation proposal defense before applying to advance to PSY 686 Predoctoral Internship. In addition to passing the research portfolio and clinical portfolio and conditionally passing the dissertation proposal defense, students must submit an [Advancement to Internship Review Form](#) and apply with a formal memorandum to the PD by September of the fall semester prior to the year during which the student seeks to complete the internship stating their intent to advance to internship. For most students, this will mean that the application needs to be made in the fall of the fourth year in the program. The PD will notify the core faculty committee, who will review each student’s coursework, ensure that adequate progress has been made toward all prior milestones (i.e., clinical competency, community competency, research competency, doctoral dissertation proposal defense, and advancement to candidacy) before approving the student for internship and before writing a letter of support for the student. For more information on Doctoral Internship, see Part Three: The Future in the Student Handbook.

**GRADUATION**

Once students have completed their coursework, dissertation, and doctoral internship, assuming all Competency Portfolios have been passed (i.e. Research Portfolio, Clinical Portfolio, and Community Portfolio), they are ready to apply for graduation. Students MUST be registered for three (3) credits in the semester in which they plan to graduate. The Application for Graduation needs to be submitted electronically, [UAF Graduates](#) and [UAA Graduates](#).

Students receiving the UAA MS in Clinical Psychology must also apply for [graduation](#).
ALASKA STATE LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

The following July 2014 criteria are established under Alaska Statue for programs of graduate study in Psychology are in effect at the time the version of this handbook was reviewed and are set forth below. The requirements are subject to change without notice. Visit the State of Alaska Board of Psychologists website for the current version.

Program Requirements

- publically identified as a program in psychology
- regionally accredited
- 3 full time academic years (2 years classes/1 year of residency)
  
  Required courses:
  
  - History and systems
  - Psychological measurement
  - Research methodology
  - Techniques of data analysis
  - Biological bases of behavior (physiological psychology, comparative psychology, neuropsychology, and psychopharmacology)
  - Cognition and affect (learning, memory, perception, cognition, thinking, motivation, and emotion)
  - Social bases of behavior (social psychology, cultural, ethnic, sex roles, and organizational behavior)
  - Individual differences (personality, human development, individual differences, abnormal, disability, women, minority)
  - Knowledge and use of ethics
- Supervised practicum in the area of practice in psychology
- Predoctoral internship (see below for further explanation)
- 1 full time year of residency
  
  Requirements:
  
  - 324 hour of student-faculty contact face-to-face individual or group educational meetings
  - Educational meetings include
    
    - Faculty and peer interaction
    - Conducted by faculty 90% of the time
    - Fully documented by student and institution
    - Performance must be documented
- supervised practicum
- pre-doctoral internship

Pre-doctoral Internship Requirements

- designed to provide a planned, programmed sequence of training experiences, the primary focus of which is to assure breadth and quality of training
- designated licensed psychologist responsible for integrity and quality of training program
- 2 or more psychologists available as supervisors
- written statement or brochure describing the goals and content of the internship, stating clear expectations and quality of an intern’s work, and made available to prospective interns
• supervision must be provided by the person who is responsible for the cases being supervised; at least 80% of the supervision must be by a licensed psychologist
• 25% of intern’s time (minimum 375 hours) must be spent in direct client contact providing assessment and intervention services
• 2 hours per week of face-to-face supervision
• 2 hours of other learning activities per week
• supervision and training must relate to ethics
• intern must use a title such as “intern”, “resident”, “fellow” or other designation to trainee status
• minimum of 1500 hours completed within 24 months

Post-Doctoral Experience Requirements - Must submit plan for approval prior to starting
• temporary license available during this time
• 1500 clocks hours (to be done in a period between 10 and 24 months)
• 20 minimum and 40 maximum hours per week
• one hour of supervision per week
• supervision-80% licensed psychologist/20% psychiatrist, LPA, LCSW, LMFT, LPC
• 50% of supervised time needs to be direct care; 50% of direct care needs to be face-to-face
• supervisor needs to complete documentation

Testing
• EPPP exam 70% passing
• Alaska state ethics exam 70% passing